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Introduction 

The resulting innovative knowledge and easy accessible end-user material from this project should 

feed into the EIP-AGRI for broad dissemination. The common format to be used for this end-user 

material contains the characteristics of the project referred to and a short text for practitioners 

("practice abstract") which describes the main information/recommendation/practice that can serve 

the end-users in their daily practice.  

During the project the partners have developed practise abstracts.  Such a "practice abstract" is a 

short summary of around 200 words/1200 characters.    

 

This deliverable is a compilation of the practise abstracts which are delivered to the EIP-AGRI 

website. 
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Practice Abstract “Precision Agriculture Cycle VandenBorne” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

Understanding the effects of Precision Agriculture , by combining information from the entire 

management cycle.  

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

“How do farmers get better yield and environmental results by using precision agriculture (PA) and 
how can they better understand the data obtained? “  
 
PA is a promising concept: farmers can produce more with less input and smaller environmental 
impact. Jacob Van den Borne, an arable farmer, uses PA. He gathers a lot of data from preparing the 
land, managing the crops and measuring the yield. By combining all this information he knows the 
effects of the applied new practices. The farmer requests help from technicians in machine industry 
& ICT, farmers’ associations, Innovation support agencies, agricultural education and research 
organizations. 
 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

With 400 ha, Jacob Van den Borne is a large-scale potato farmer from a Dutch perspective. He is a 

pioneer in using smart farming technologies, with a passion for innovation. Jacob is always looking 

for the best available techniques to use. He adjusts and improves them in order to integrate them 

optimally into the farming system. He measures soil quality with EM-conductivity, checks soil 

structure with ploughing resistance, uses some plot-based weather stations and soil moisture poles, 

explores field and crop characteristics by satellite and drone, and measures quality and harvest yield 

with the newest vision techniques. Subsequently, he gathers all the collected data in his ‘cloud farm’ 

database, from which he analyses the effect of the applied techniques. Through smart farming, Jacob 

can increase his yield by 10-15% with current technology. He also lowers inputs by about 2-5% on 

average. For him, this means higher efficiency and thus better revenue. 

Jacob himself is the main driving force behind the establishment of his innovation support network. 

Van den Borne is supported by ZLTO (farmers’ association in the Netherlands), LIB (Landbouw 

Innovatie Brabant, from ZLTO and Province), Boerenbond (farmers’ association in Belgium), 

agricultural education (HAS, Helicon, UGent) and research organizations like WUR (NL) and ILVO (BE) 

and technicians from the machine industry and ICT. 

Subsequent funding projects have led to (1) optimization and evaluation of new techniques, (2) 

development of a PA information management approach, (3) a better understanding and better 

proof of effects of PA, and (4) open communication on what is possible with PA, and what not (yet). 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

̶ Peter Paree / Henny van Gurp, ZLTO 

̶ Onderwijsboulevard 225, 5223 DE Den Bosch 

̶ Peter.paree@zlto.nl 

̶ +31621212435 

Farmer involved:  

- Jacob van den Borne 

- www.vandenborneaardappelen.com 

Text editor: Peter Paree 

project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone), 

̶ project finance and network: 

o Geert Wilms, LIB 

o Onderwijsboulevard 225, 5223 DE Den Bosch 

o Geertwilms@stuurgroeplib.net 

o +31653363930 

geographical location: Reusel, Netherlands (80% of parcels in Belgium – Flanders) 

project period: starting date 2006, range of small projects LIB, 2011-2014 PPL 

funding source & budget:  

̶ Investments in innovations during the years: several milions 

̶ 2006-now: LIB (ZLTO and Province) 6 projects, in total ca. €60k 

̶ 2011-2014: PPL (NL ministery Agri, coordinated by ZLTO) 4 projects, in total ca €300k 

link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

- www.vandenborneaardappelen.com (no1 rated on information on PA in EU.) 

- www.zlto.nl (/ search precisielandbouw) 

 

  

mailto:Peter.paree@zlto.nl
mailto:Geertwilms@stuurgroeplib.net
http://www.vandenborneaardappelen.com/
http://www.zlto.nl/
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Practice Abstract Pighouse ‘Vair’ 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

Vair Varkenshuis is a new pig housing and marketing concept that focuses on the natural behaviour 
and welfare of the pigs. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

Pig farmers often suffer from shifting public opinion and social pressure against conventional pig 
farming.  

Vair Varkenshuis, a new pig housing and marketing concept, deals with pig farming in a different 
way. It’s a way of pig farming that enables the farmer to run the business in a publicly accepted and 
economically feasible way. This concept allows pigs to display their natural behaviour, as they can go 
outside whenever they want. They sleep in small bunkers, where they can find shelter. They entire 
supply chain is specialized in producing, processing and selling the concept. Every link in the supply 
chain supports this method of producing pork meat and therefore the concept can be sold as a niche. 

 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

What do you do when your neighbours don’t want you to expand your pig farm? This happened to 

Marijke Koenen and her business partner, who are pig farmers and ran a conventional pig farm. They 

both experienced that people didn’t like the conventional pig farming anymore. This was something 

that really hit these entrepreneurs. In response to this social pressure they devised a new pig-

housing concept focusing on natural behaviour, fodder, breeding and no antibiotics. The following 

different steps were undertaken on the farmers’ initiative in order to arrive at this new concept.  

1. The farmers were interested in what consumers find important when it comes to pigs and 

pork. They questioned consumers and used this valuable information as direct input for 

creating this new pig-housing concept.  

2. The farmers met with researchers from Wageningen University and an advisor ZLTO to learn 

more about the natural behaviour of pigs and new stabling concepts. 

3. They searched for new insights outside agriculture and got help from a senior marketeer.  
4. The marketeer organized the dialogue between the pig farmers and their neighbours and 

fellow citizens.  

After taking all these steps, the farmers made a plan, asked their neighbours for feedback, and Vair 

Varkenshuis was born. Thanks to their intensive public relations campaign, the concept is now known 

throughout the Netherlands and beyond its borders.  
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

̶ Peter Paree, ZLTO, Onderwijsboulevard 225. 5223 DE Den Bosch, +31621212435 

Farmer involved: Marijke Koenen 

Text editor: Froukje Kooter 

These entrepreneurs didn’t work in a project way  

geographical location: Erp 

 

Link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

www.vair.nl  

 

http://www.vair.nl/
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Practice Abstract Dutch Quinoa Group “DQG” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

A new arable crop in a short supply chain, successfully introduced in the Netherlands. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

Quinoa is a heavily imported crop in the Netherlands to be used as a (super) food because of the high 
protein content. This import has dramatic effects on the environment and on the prices of quinoa in 
the country of origin. Prices have risen so steeply that the local community is no longer able to buy 
the crop for their own consumption.  
Therefore, Dutch Quinoa Group (DQG) triggered farmers to grow quinoa for human consumption. 
Moreover, growing quinoa in the Netherlands lowers the need of importing protein rich crops food 
and creates a new business opportunity for farmers. By diversifying their cultivation, they spread 
their risks. 
 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

Rens Kuijten, who grew up on a dairy farm was looking for a more protein-rich fodder for the cows. 
As the demand for imported quinoa was and still is growing in the Netherlands, he started to explore 
the possibilities of growing quinoa in the Netherlands. Besides the cultivation of this crop, he was 
also interested in organizing a short supply chain for quinoa, with fewer links in the value chain and 
more revenue for the farmers. Therefore Rens attracted a marketing and a cultivation expert, and 
launched the Dutch Quinoa Group. The aim of the DQG is to help farmers with the cultivation of 
quinoa and to establish a transparent, short supply chain that makes quinoa more accessible for 
consumers.   
Both the farmers’ organization ZLTO and the Steering group LIB were involved in sharing their 
network and offering seed money for starting up this new project. They offered Rens 6000 euros, 
which allowed him to follow a training course on quinoa cultivation in the US.  
 
For Dutch farmers, growing quinoa is a new business opportunity. Competition is still low, since only 
a few farmers grow this crop. The new crop fits in nicely in the Dutch landscape, and as it is a popular 
food at the moment, it is expected that this combination will provide new revenues for these 
farmers. The Dutch Quinoa Group, which is responsible for the marketing, shares the knowledge 
gained between all engaged farmers., The packaging of DQG looks similar to a milk carton, as a 
reference to his parents’ farm. 
The farmers involved in the DQG gained knowledge of a new crop, learn about new marketing, 
learned how to think more from the consumer’s perspective, and spread their risks as they grow 
more varieties of crops. In 2014, a total of 33 ha of quinoa was cultivated on 13 different farms. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  
Rens Kuijten – Dutch Quinoa Group 
 
Farmer involved:  

- Wim Bruijnzeel  
- Joris Giesen 

 
Text editor: Pieter van Hout 
project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone), 

̶ External consultants: 

o Nuffield Farmers Trust Organisation (NFTO), info@nuffieldscholar.org, 01460 234012 

o LEI Wageningen UR, Robert van Loo, robert.vanloo@wur.nl, +31317480879 

o DLV Plant (advisory firm), Cor van Oers, c.vanoers@delphy.nl, +31 (0)6 53427246 

o ZLTO, Peter Paree, peter.paree@zlto.nl, +31621212435 

o LIB, Geert Wilms, geertwilms@stuurgroeplib.net, +31 6 533 639 30 

Geographical location:  

- The Netherlands, multiple locations 

Project period:  

- 2001 - present 

Funding source & budget:  

- LIB, Nuffield Scholar Trust Organisation, ZLTO, total budget unknown. 

Link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available: 

- http://www.dqg.nl/ 

  

mailto:info@nuffieldscholar.org
mailto:peter.paree@zlto.nl
mailto:geertwilms@stuurgroeplib.net
http://www.dqg.nl/
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Practice Abstract “Advisory board” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

An advisory board: mirror for the present, strategy for the future 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

Farmers are sometimes in doubt about how to develop their businesses: Should they reduce or 
enlarge their broad product range? Should they respond more to the opportunities of tourism in the 
area? What would the financial impact of these decisions be on the farm? Since farmers often don’t 
have an education in strategy and financial management, they lack the specific knowledge they need 
in order to make some decisions. The establishment of an Advisory board, composed of external 
experts, who give advice on these topics, can help farmers to make these decisions.  
 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

Paul and Veerle run the ‘De Polle’ goat farm with 600 goats. Approximately 60 % of the farm’s goat 
milk is processed to produce a variety of products such as cheese and ice-cream. The products are 
sold on their farm, at local markets and in catering establishments. The farmers had doubts about 
how to develop their business. Innovation Support Centre for Agricultural and Rural Development, 
Innovatiesteunpunt, helped them to establish an Advisory Board consisted of a CEO of a biscuit 
factory, a manager of a hospital and a retired CEO of a cheese factory. 
Prior to the Advisory Board’s first meeting, Paul and Veerle worked together with the Innovation 
Support Center to make a detailed SWOT analysis of the farm’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities 
and threats, and to clearly determine what the farm stood for and what Paul and Veerle wanted to 
achieve. Based on the SWOT analysis, the first meeting with the advisors was scheduled to determine 
the issues that the Advisory Board would tackle in its first year.  
Four focus areas were determined by the Advisory Board: finding a better bank, improving the 
pricing of the product, improving the product flow in the cheese production and improving the 
production planning with regards to personnel. For each of these topics, one of the external advisors 
had specific knowledge which could be brought into play.  
Paul and Veerle increased their management knowledge via discussions with the experts and the 
Innovation Support Centre. This resulted in a better financial situation for the farm, which in turn 
persuaded their son to join the company after his studies. The farmers are now getting the goat farm 
ready for the future by executing the necessary investments. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

̶ Patrick Pasgang 

̶ Diestsevest 40, 3000 Leuven 

̶ patrick.pasgang@innovatiesteunpunt.be 

̶ 016 28 61 38 

Farmer involved:  

- “De Polle” 

- www.polle.be/ 

- info@polle.be 

Text editor: Ilse Geyskens 

Project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone):  

̶ External consultants: 

o Herman De Vadder  

 hermandevadder@skynet.be 

o Michel Detailleur  

 michel.detailleur@gmail.com 

o Dirk Peeters 

 dirkpeeters@didess.com 

geographical location: Belgium - Flanders 

project period: starting  2012  -  still going on 

funding source & budget:  

̶ 2012 – 2014 : ERDF Interreg IVb 2 Seas – Project Fish & Chips 

̶ 2015 - : proper funding by farmer 

link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

- http://www.projectfishandchips.eu/  

- www.innovatiesteunpunt.be/en/projects/agrispin-innovation-brokership  

 

  

mailto:patrick.pasgang@innovatiesteunpunt.be
http://www.polle.be/
mailto:info@polle.be
mailto:hermandevadder@skynet.be
mailto:michel.detailleur@gmail.com
http://www.projectfishandchips.eu/
http://www.innovatiesteunpunt.be/en/projects/agrispin-innovation-brokership
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Practice Abstract “Agrocoach” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

Agrocoach, a learning network that helps farmers to organize their business, with specific focus on 

Innovative labor organization 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

A lot of farms are growing and as a consequence they are hiring employees. In order to enhance the 
involvement of these employees, farms need to learn how to arrange their organization. Besides, in a 
rapidly changing world, farmers need to reflect on their strategy, think about how to organize their 
business in a better way and how to increase the involvement of the employees. All these topics are 
looked into during an Agrocoach session. Agrocoach is a learning network that helps farmers to 
become more entrepreneurial, more problem solving. During 8 evenings, 8 to 10 agricultural 
entrepreneurs from different sectors learn about and discuss the concepts of innovative labour 
organization at their farm. 
 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

One of the companies that have used the Agrocoach concept is Belgicactus, an ornamental company. 

Belgicactus is run by Jan Gielis together with his parents, brother and 6 permanent employees. 

During busy periods they are assisted by 5 to 10 seasonal workers, a few student workers and 15 

unemployed people gaining work experience. They grow Sempervivum, succulent plants, cacti and 

Aloe. Belgicactus has a very diverse workforce, which needs special attention. Jan Gielis attended 

Agrocoach because he realized his company needed an organizational change at the level of people 

and business management. The trigger for his reflection was the upcoming generational change and 

the growth of the company. During the Agrocoach sessions, Jan designed a first action plan. After 

finishing Agrocoach he further elaborated this plan together with a private consultant, specializing in 

labour organization and the Innovation Support Centre for agricultural and rural development 

(Innovatiesteunpunt). As a result Belgicactus revised their vision and strategy. Their current aim is to 

produce one new speciality every year and to link the communications strategy to product 

innovation. They have also taken steps to encourage their employees to work more as a team and to 

be more entrepreneurial, e.g. the staff are now responsible for quality control and hold team 

meetings regularly. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

̶ Veerle Serpieters 

̶ Diestsevest 40, 3000 Leuven 

̶ Veerle.serpieters@innovatiesteunpunt.be 

̶ 016 28 61 31 

 

Farmer involved:  

- Belgicactus - Jan Gielis 

- www.belgicactus.be 

Text editor: Ilse Geyskens 

project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone), 

̶ External consultants: 

o Ronnie Leeters 

 Donkelstraatje 23, 3950 Bocholt 

 ronnie@inprofiel.be 

 0484 469 896 

 Twitter: @InProfiel  

o Veerle Herst 

 DOK NOORD  4E (2° verdiep), 9000 Gent 

 veerle.herst@arteria.be 

 0496 266 183 

 Twitter: @veerleherst 

geographical location: Flanders 

project period: starting date 2010 

funding source & budget:  

̶ 2010-2012: Participants pay a fee and Innovatiesteunpunt funded the rest 

̶ 2012-2015: ESF project allowed improvement of the concept and a broader roll out 

link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

- www.organisatie-architect.be  dissemination website of the ESF (European social fund)  

project “Vruchten Plukken” 

- www.innovatiesteunpunt.be/en/projects/agrispin-innovation-brokership  

  

mailto:Veerle.serpieters@innovatiesteunpunt.be
http://www.belgicactus.be/
mailto:ronnie@inprofiel.be
mailto:veerle.herst@arteria.be
http://www.organisatie-architect.be/
http://www.innovatiesteunpunt.be/en/projects/agrispin-innovation-brokership
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Practice Abstract “DistriKempen” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

DistriKempen, a local distribution model which is all about facilitation 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

Local producers of cheese, meat, fruit, etc. often experience difficulties selling their products 
business to business. Issues can arise with marketing, distribution and administration. Based on an 
existing “Pick, Drive & Deliver” distribution model in the Netherlands, the Innovation Support Centre 
for Agricultural and Rural development developed a local distribution model for farmers. The Centre 
brings together local producers from different sectors. They then search for an independent and 
commercial distributor who believes in local4local, formalize the cooperation, and give an 
information session to existing customers.   
 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

Paul and Veerle D’haene-Minsaert run the “De Polle” goat farm with 600 goats. They produce a 
variety of products such as cheese and ice cream, part of which is sold locally. However, a detailed 
SWOT analysis of the farm’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats identified a bottleneck 
in De Polle’s distribution of local products via the short supply chain. Paul and Veerle found 
themselves asking questions such as: how can we find new customers in the region, organize an 
affordable and sustainable logistics flow and follow up on the administration? And would 
collaboration with fellow farmers or producers offer added value? Participating in a B2B logistics 
platform was a perfect solution for them.  
DistriKempen became the answer to this question. It is a B2B logistics platform in the Campine 
Region, where a number of different producers from a region enter into a collaborative agreement to 
sustainably group together their logistics flows (goods and administration). In a structured way, all 
B2B orders are consolidated, sent through to the individual businesses, prepared, collected, picked 
up and delivered to the end customer in the region. Participating producers’ administrative and 
financial flows are also consolidated. The system operates sustainably, because both collection and 
delivery are dealt with on the same round, thus reducing kilometres, stocks and risks. Food wastage 
through distribution is reduced to almost nil. All the work is managed by an independent, profitable 
distributor working exclusively for them on a fixed cost percentage. This distributor is also the 
‘ambassador’ for the partnership as a whole. The cooperation was established in 2013. In the 
meantime it has expanded to 12 producers. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

̶ Patrick Pasgang 

̶ Diestsevest 40, 3000 Leuven 

̶ patrick.pasgang@innovatiesteunpunt.be 

̶ 016 28 61 38 

Farmer involved:  

- “De Polle” 

- www.polle.be/ 

- info@polle.be 

Text editor: Ilse Geyskens 

Project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone):  

̶ External consultants: 

 Distreko 

 Rein Vanderwerf 

 post@distreko.nl 

 +31 613059837 

 Rurant  

 Greet Aernouts 

 Greet.AERNOUTS@rurant.be 

 +32 478 304449 

geographical location: Belgium - Flanders 

project period: starting date : 2012 - 2014 

funding source & budget:  

̶ Cfr final report EIP focus group 

link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

- http://www.projectfishandchips.eu/  

- https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/content/eip-agri-focus-group-innovative-short-
food-supply-chain-management-final-report 
 

- www.innovatiesteunpunt.be/en/projects/agrispin-innovation-brokership  

 

  

mailto:patrick.pasgang@innovatiesteunpunt.be
http://www.polle.be/
mailto:info@polle.be
mailto:Greet.AERNOUTS@rurant.be
http://www.projectfishandchips.eu/
https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/content/eip-agri-focus-group-innovative-short-food-supply-chain-management-final-report
https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/content/eip-agri-focus-group-innovative-short-food-supply-chain-management-final-report
http://www.innovatiesteunpunt.be/en/projects/agrispin-innovation-brokership
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Practice Abstract “Food Innovation Academy on Tour” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

Food Innovation Academy on Tour, a way to inspire about product innovation.  

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

Today's consumers expect more than just commodities in a store. Food has to fit their current needs 
and habits. Therefore user-friendly and ready-to-eat products are very popular. In response to these 
needs, active entrepreneurs and food companies are continuously working on product development 
and innovation. Also farmers selling farm products on their farm want to invest in new product 
development. But how does one start with this? Where do you get your ideas? And how to you 
channel them into a marketable product? These questions are  addressed during a food innovation 
academy tour. 
 
 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

Linda & Mark have been saffron growers since 2013. They sell their saffron and saffron-based 

products on local markets and in local food stores and became interested in expanding their product 

range. Therefore they attended the Food Innovation Academy on Tour.  

The Food Innovation Academy on Tour concept was initiated by Flanders DC and Innovation Support 

Centre for Agricultural and Rural Development (Innovatiesteunpunt). During a bus tour to 

supermarkets in Canterbury (UK), farmers were immersed in the world of marketing and product 

development. A product design consultant and a concept design consultant joined this innovation 

tour. Linda & Mark attended the tour with an open mind, to learn first hand about product and 

packaging design. Together with the product designer they discussed the packaging of their saffron. 

From the supermarkets visited in Canterbury, they brought home some refreshing ideas. As a result 

of participating in this Food Innovation Academy tour, Linda has developed 2 new products together 

with a chocolatier, in which saffron is processed. One of the products is the Saffron praline, with 

which they won the Belgian Beauty award for Best Souvenir 2016.  

In addition, Linda started thinking about a new labelling concept together with a communications 

expert, since the product designer on the bus tour had some comments on the packaging and 

labelling of the saffron product.  
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

̶ Patrick Pasgang 

̶ Diestsevest 40, 3000 Leuven 

̶ Veerle.serpieters@innovatiesteunpunt.be 

̶ 016 28 61 38 

Farmer involved:  

- Belgische Saffraan 

- www.belgischesaffraan.be/ 

Text editor: Ilse Geyskens 

project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone), 

project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone), 

̶ External consultants: 

o Peter Bertels 

 Diestsevest 76, 3000 Leuven 

 peter.bertels@flandersdc.be 

 +32 474 87 40 95 

 @pbertels 

o Ann Detelder 

 Remylaan 4, 3018 Wijgmaal 

 adetelder@ons.be  

 +32 473 208546 

o Roderick Lindner 

 Bierbeekstraat 122, 3360 Korbeek-Lo 

 +32 490 114141 

geographical location: Belgium - Flanders 

project period: starting date : 2014 - 2015 

funding source & budget:  

̶ Food Innovation Tour 01 :  budget 15.000€ - funding for 50% by Quick Win Flanders 

Government.  50% Cera funding. 

̶ Food Innovation Tour 02 : budget 15.000€ - funding for 75% by Regional Funding Province of 

Antwerp. 

̶ Food Innovation Tour 03 : budget 15.000€ - funding for 100% by Leader Limburg & Regional 

Funding Province of Limburg. 

̶ www.innovatiesteunpunt.be/en/projects/agrispin-innovation-brokership  

mailto:Veerle.serpieters@innovatiesteunpunt.be
http://www.belgischesaffraan.be/
mailto:peter.bertels@flandersdc.be
https://twitter.com/pbertels
mailto:adetelder@ons.be
http://www.innovatiesteunpunt.be/en/projects/agrispin-innovation-brokership
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Practice Abstract “ITERA_AA” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

ITERA_AA: A pilot project for the sustainability of a dairy farm through the direct selling of milk in 

vending machines. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

The dairy sector in the Basque Country encounters difficulties implementing innovative ideas on their 
farms. Therefore the ITERA_AA project was established. It aims to facilitate the implementation of 
innovation on the dairy farms in this region. 
In this context, the ITERA_AA project, aimed at assisting farmers with their innovation needs, in order 
to: 

 Maintain the added value of their agricultural production and develop "differentiated" 
products for the market. 

 Align the offering and the supply more closely to the territorial needs. 

 Start from farmers’ needs when building up training sessions and pathways for assistance, 
making existing resources more affordable. 

 
 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

A dairy farmer in the Basque Country was growing in size in line with market demand, but this led to 

several issues in terms of sustainability and time management. He decided to ask his advisor in the 

Abelur Advisory Centre for help. That’s how the farmer entered the ITERA_AA project, together with 

others facing a variety of sustainability issues. The ITERA_AA project helped the farmer to establish a 

direct selling supply chain of milk through vending machines. The assistance provided allowed the 

farmer to reduce the number of cows and the issues surrounding getting bigger. The farmer was able 

to maintain his income due to the higher prices obtained by direct selling. This was made possible 

because the farm is located close to San Sebastian, a city providing enough consumers for direct 

selling through vending machines. Nowadays, the farmer makes 9% of his milk sales through the 

vending machines, covering almost a quarter of his income this way. 

In total, the ITERA_AA project supported 8 innovative dairy farms. The approach used by the advisors 

was tailor-made for the participating farms, because it depends on multiple factors and each farm 

has its own specific needs.  

Lursail, the coordinating entity for 5 advisory centres, has participated in this project because this 

type of advice is considered a key tool “to promote innovation and cooperation, improve the 

competitiveness of the primary products and boost the development of the knowledge base in rural 

areas”. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator of the general project:  

Syndicat Mixte du Pays de Figeac  

contact@pays-figeac.fr 

Partner coordinating actions in the Basque Country : 

SERGAL 

lnafarrate@abere.eus 

http://www.lursail.com 

Partners: 

 Conseil Général de Corrèze 

economie@cg19.fr 

 Diputación Provincial de Granada 

iba@dipgra.es 

 Associación Cederna Garalur 

info@cederna.es 

 ADRAVE-Agência de Desenvolvimento Regional 

itera-aa@adrave.pt 

 ADEFPAT 

info@adefpat.fr 

Text editor: Damiana Maiz 

Geographical location: Basque Country, Spain 

Project period: 2011-2014 

Funding source & budget:  INTERREG  IV B SUDOE and HAZI Foundation, total budget 848.560,00 € 

Link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available: http://www.itera-

aa.com/ 

  

mailto:contact@pays-figeac.fr
mailto:lnafarrate@abere.eus
mailto:economie@cg19.fr
mailto:iba@dipgra.es
mailto:info@cederna.es
mailto:itera-aa@adrave.pt
mailto:info@adefpat.fr
http://www.itera-aa.com/
http://www.itera-aa.com/
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Practice Abstract “GEOPOS” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

GEOPOS: livestock geo-localisation via satellite.  

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

Due to the mountainous topography of the Basque Country, livestock breeders often lose track of 
their herds. Every day they lose time  searching for their herd in the mountains. This is especially 
stressful for part-time farmers. The livestock breeders expressed a need for a change in livestock 
management. This need was identified by The Sectorial Network team of Hazi Foundation, the public 
foundation of the Basque Government for rural and coastal development. In response, HAZI 
developed a livestock geo-localisation device, GEOPOS, in close collaboration with some farmers.  
 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

With the support and knowledge of several farmers, a very motivated technician from HAZI 

Foundation developed the GEOPOS device in 2012. This innovative device is a robust, small and light 

necklace with great features, including: 

 Photovoltaic panels, together with high-performance batteries, giving unlimited autonomy, 

allowing the farmer to forget about charging the device. 

 An Alarm system to the user via SMS/mail when the livestock enters/leaves the plot, 

inactivity, low battery… 

 A Follow-up of the herd through a technological platform (available both for computers and 

mobile phones) that has been adjusted to the needs of the farmer. 

From the beginning, the aim in creating this device was to make the life of the mountain livestock 

farmers easier. There was close collaboration with the farmers, who tested the device in real 

conditions; and HAZI, who carried the risks and costs of this development. 

Today, the device is being used by around 20 small and medium farmers with extensive livestock 

production. Using the GEOPOS device has improved the working conditions for the farmers through:  

 Improved safety. 

 Saving time for the farmers as they don’t have to make daily visits to their plot anymore. 

 Reducing costs, especially by saving fuel because unnecessary car journeys can be avoided. 

 Contribution to animal behaviour research as the device shows the pattern of movements 

that can be analysed in different growth phases, seasons, weather conditions… 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

HAZI Foundation 

mamartin@hazi.eus  

Text editor: Damiana Maiz 

Geographical location: Basque Country, Spain 

Project period: 2012-Nowadays 

Funding source & budget:  funded by own funds from HAZI Foundation. 

Link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available: http://geopos.hazi.es/ 

 

 

  

mailto:mamartin@hazi.eus
http://geopos.hazi.es/
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Practice Abstract “Karabeleko” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

KARABELEKO: Combining organic farming with research and psychological therapy. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

The creation of the agroecological farm Karabeleko responds to different needs in society:   

 The need for therapy for those at risk of social exclusion; 

 Research into organic horticulture conducted in a free and open way for farmers; 

 Increase the organic horticultural sector’s added value by offering new interesting 
horticultural varieties, and    

 A growing interest in these types of collaborations (farmers, mental illness, organic 
agriculture, etc.) 

 
These needs were identified by three of Karabeleko’s founding entities, namely a nursery (Blasenea), 
a landscape architecture company (Kimu bat) and an association of families with mentally ill family 
members (AGEFES). 

 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

Karabeleko is an agroecological farm created in 2014 by a nursery (Blasenea), a landscape 

architecture company (Kimu bat) and an association of families with mentally ill family members 

(AGEFES).  

Their aim was to develop pioneering research into organic agriculture; develop rehabilitation, 

therapy and inclusion work for people with mental illness; and promote and disclose the values of 

the project, i.e. health, biodiversity, local, participation, knowledge and culture.  

Since the creation of this innovative project, it has managed, so far, to: 

 Involve 45 people with severe mental illness of which 30 go voluntarily on a weekly basis, 

with an average of 10 volunteers per day;    

 Provide training on horticulture practice to 10 prisoners as part of their therapy. This training 

also offers them ideas and healthy lifestyle tips for their future lives; 

 Create new knowledge and provide a service for professional and amateur farmers in search 

of new varieties in organic farming, adapted to the conditions of the Basque Country;  

 Raise awareness about mentally ill people and contribute to their integration into society and 

the labour market. Karabeleko managed to temporarily hire two people with mental illness 

in 2015.  

 Organize education and communications about organic and care farming through school 

visits, 15 in total by the end of 2015, where the children can interact with farmers and 

mentally ill people.  
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 Involve the community. Karabeleko suffered from floods at the beginning of 2016. The 

support and help they received from the surrounding community was overwhelming. This 

shows that Karabeleko is already integrated into the local community.  

In the long term, they want to continue growing but in a sustainable way, and not in terms of 

profitability.  

Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

Karabeleko 

karabeleko@gmail.com 

Telf: 688 632 646  

Text editor: Damiana Maiz 

Geographical location: Basque Country, Spain 

Project period: 2014- Nowadays 

Funding source & budget: Own funds of the three entities participating in the project 

Link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available: 

http://www.karabeleko.org/ 

  

mailto:karabeleko@gmail.com
http://www.karabeleko.org/
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Practice Abstract “Seedcapital” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

SEEDCAPITAL: Integral use of oil seeds to reduce greenhouse gas emissions associated with farming 

activities. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

Globally, livestock is an important source of methane emissions. Among domesticated livestock, 
ruminant animals produce significant amounts of methane as part of their normal digestive process. 
In addition, the use of fuels in agricultural machinery contributes to the emission of CO2.  
In this context, Neiker, the Basque agricultural research institute, was trying to solve both issues by 
using rapeseed as feed for ruminants and as biodiesel for the agricultural machinery via the LIFE 
Seedcapital project. At the same time, a shepherd was looking for a locally produced alternative for 
soya to feed his herd. A cooperation between Neiker and the shepherd has already led to successful 
results.   

 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

In 2013, Neiker started the LIFE Seedcapital project. This project aimed at extracting rapeseed oil as a 

sustainable replacement for diesel fuel in agricultural machinery. In addition, the residual cake can 

be used for improved animal feed with a higher fat content, resulting in lower methane emissions 

from the ruminants.  

For the successful implementation of the project, Neiker was looking for a farmer to test the 

rapeseed system. At the same time, a shepherd producing the Designation of Origin sheep’s cheese 

Idiazabal was looking for alternatives to soya to feed his herd. As they knew each other before, they 

teamed up. This led to the start of rapeseed production and processing at this farm. The rapeseed 

press cake is used for feeding the sheep, and the rapeseed oil as biodiesel for the shepherd’s 

machinery. This resulted in the creation of a farm-level circular economy.  

 Thanks to this collaboration it was possible to: 

 Obtain an alternative feed source to soya that works well in the area’s climatic conditions, 

produces quality feed for sheep and reduces costs; 

 Obtain biodiesel oil as fuel for tractors; 

 Demonstrate that the consumption of biofuels can be increased by about 20-40% without 

causing major problems in farm machinery, and  

 Reduce enteric methane production by about 13% without impacting the producer’s income 

level. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

 NEIKER-TECNALIA 

aserg@neiker.eus 

www.neiker.net 

Text editor: Damiana Maiz 

Partners: 

CEMITEC 

EGIBIDE 

Geographical location: Basque Country, Spain 

Project period: 2013- Nowadays 

Funding source & budget: 1,024,000 euros, of which 512,000 came from the European Union. 

Link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

http://lifeseedcapital.eu 

  

mailto:aserg@neiker.eus
http://lifeseedcapital.eu/en/socios/
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Practice Abstract “Chemical Control app” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

The Chemical Control app gives the farmer an overview of the amount of pesticides on the farm.  

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

The authorities supervise Danish farmers closely. Illegal storage of pesticides results in a reduction of 
agricultural subsidies as well as fines. The Chemical Control app was developed to help the farmers to 
keep track of their stock of pesticides by making it easy for them to stick to the rules. The app helps 
the farmers avoid reduced subsidies and fines for the storage and use of illegal pesticides. It was 
developed in 2013 and was immediately made available for sale to the farmers. Now it is available 
for both android and IOS phones. 
 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The Chemical Control app is an example of how one farmer’s good idea turned into a technological 
product that is relevant for a lot of farmers, because most farmers have to address the issue of 
whether their pesticides are legal or not.  
 
It’s quite a challenge for the farmers to know which pesticides they are allowed to use. As of 
November 2015, more than 1750 products were phased out and the number is rising. The Danish 
authorities supervise farmers closely and issue heavy fines if illegal pesticides are found on the farm. 
Fines are even larger if the chemical products have been applied. To avoid this, the Chemical Control 
app was developed.  
 
In July 2012, arable farmer Hans De Neergaard asked his advisor to invite Jens Erik Jensen, a senior 
specialist at SEGES, to develop an app that could scan barcodes on cans and bottles and generate a 
product status from these codes by extracting the information from a database. The farmer had been 
inspired by the Vivino app, that gives the user information about a wine when scanning the wine 
label. 
 
The specialist of SEGES developed an app linked to the Middeldatabasen.dk, a database with records 
of pesticides approved in Denmark.  
 
In November 2015 the app already had more than 900 users. It is used by farmers as well as private 
consultants. And the authorities use the app as well when they inspect the farms. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

- Senior specialist Jens Erik Jensen  

- SEGES A/S 

- Agro Food Park 15 

- DK-8200 Aarhus N 

- jnj@seges.dk 

- + 45 8740 5438 

Farmer involved:  

- Hans De Neergaard 

- mail@vindumovergaard.dk 

- www.vindumovergaard 

Text editor:  

- Pernille Pennington 

project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone):  

- SEGES P/S 

- Agro Food Park 15 

- DK-8200 Aarhus N 

- + 45 8740 5000 

- info@seges.dk 

geographical location:  

- Aarhus, Denmark 

project period:  

- 2013 

funding source & budget:  

- SEGES P/S 

- Agro Food Park 15 

- DK-8200 Aarhus N 

link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available: 

- https://www.seges.dk/produkter/software/plante/kemitjek 

 

mailto:jnj@seges.dk
mailto:mail@vindumovergaard.dk
http://www.vindumovergaard/
mailto:info@seges.dk?subject=Kontakt%20til%20SEGES
https://www.seges.dk/produkter/software/plante/kemitjek
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Practice Abstract “Mini wetlands in Denmark” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

A mini wetland is an open reservoir that helps arable farms  to reduce the emission of nutrients.  

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

The environmental legislation in Denmark is restrictive with regard to the emission of nutrients. As a 

result fertilization had to be reduced by 10-20% for a number of years. In 2016, fertilizing optimally 

was allowed again, but environmental requirements still had to be met. A mini wetland can help to 

reduce the emission of nutrients. In a mini wetland, the drainage water is led to an open reservoir 

that is established close to fields and drains. In the oxygen free environment of the reservoir, carbon 

from plant residues and microorganisms reduces the concentration of nitrate and phosphorus. This 

enables the farmer to fertilise optimally.   

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The challenge for many arable farmers in Denmark is to achieve a financially viable production in the 

field, while still complying with the EU Water Framework Directive and the Nitrate Directive with 

regard to the emission of nitrate and phosphorus. Mini wetlands have proven to be instrumental in 

securing this. 

 

In 2005 some researchers and agricultural advisors went on a research trip to Sweden to see an early 

version of a mini wetland. Ole Lyngby Pedersen, a farmer from Jutland, did not go on the trip but 

picked up on the idea and wanted to put it to the test. An operational group was established, 

consisting of the farmer Pedersen, nine other local farmers, the local farmers’ association, SEGES, 

Danish as well as international universities, local authorities, and private companies. The combined 

knowledge and funding of all these actors contributed to the setup of the first successful mini 

wetland in Denmark, which was established in 2008.  

 

By means of field experiments, it was demonstrated that by implementing a mini wetland, an arable 

farmer is able to fertilise areas higher up without a high emission of nitrate and phosphorus to 

parcels lying lower. The drainage water is led to an open reservoir of the mini wetland, with an 

oxygen-free environment, where carbon in the form of plant residues as well as microorganisms 

reduces the concentration of nutrients before the water moves on.  
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

- Senior consultant Frank Bondgaard 

- SEGES P/S 

- Agro Food Park 15 

- DK-8200 Aarhus N 

- fbo@seges.dk 

- +45 8740 5409 

Farmer involved:  

- Ole Pedersen, Lyngbygaard 

Text editor:  

- Pernille Pennington 

project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone):  

- Frank Bondgaard, SEGES P/S, will establish contact with relevant project partners when 

needed 

geographical location:  

- Jutland, Denmark 

project period:  

- 2006-2015  

funding source & budget:  

- Promilleafgiftsfonden, GUDP (Green Development and Demonstration Program), the 

Innovation Fund Denmark 

- From 2017/18, the Danish state has allocated 400 mio. DKK to continue the work on mini 

wetlands 

link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available:  

- Mini wetlands page on LandbrugsInfo: 

https://www.landbrugsinfo.dk/Miljoe/miljoetiltag/Sider/Konstruerede_minivaadomraader_p

l_16_2756_3732.aspx 

https://www.landbrugsinfo.dk/Miljoe/miljoetiltag/Sider/Minivaadomraade_med_filtermatric

e_pl_16_2776_3732.aspx 

 

mailto:fbo@seges.dk
https://www.landbrugsinfo.dk/Miljoe/miljoetiltag/Sider/Konstruerede_minivaadomraader_pl_16_2756_3732.aspx
https://www.landbrugsinfo.dk/Miljoe/miljoetiltag/Sider/Konstruerede_minivaadomraader_pl_16_2756_3732.aspx
https://www.landbrugsinfo.dk/Miljoe/miljoetiltag/Sider/Minivaadomraade_med_filtermatrice_pl_16_2776_3732.aspx
https://www.landbrugsinfo.dk/Miljoe/miljoetiltag/Sider/Minivaadomraade_med_filtermatrice_pl_16_2776_3732.aspx
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Practice Abstract “SOP (standard operational procedures) and LEAN” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

The Standard Operational Procedures (SOP) and LEAN Management tools assist the farmer in 

optimizing work on the farm and help him minimize errors and implement improvements. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

In agriculture, the trend is towards larger and fewer farms. On the dairy farms in Denmark, this has 

resulted in larger herds and more employees, many of whom are from abroad. The farmers therefore 

need a standardized approach to farm tasks. They also need a way to make their employees focus on 

improving the workflow. By using the LEAN tools, the farmers create a culture in which they and their 

employees always look for smarter ways of organizing the work. The SOP tools consist of work 

instructions which the farmers can display in cowsheds. All SOPs are available in Danish and English. 

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The idea of using LEAN and SOP at dairy farms arose among SEGES’ advisors, who saw the need for 

more efficient workflows and better communication between the farmers and their employees. 

SEGES discovered LEAN and SOP in the manufacturing industry and translated the concept to 

agriculture. They started developing the SOP tools for 5 farmers in 2008. When realising in 2009 that 

SOP is part of LEAN, SEGES visited several companies, including LEGO, and started testing LEAN tools 

used in the industry on Danish farms. 

Today, the LEAN tools are used by 800 dairy and pig farmers. The SOP tools are used by approx. 120 

farmers and the agricultural colleges. 

LEAN is about understanding what creates value on the farm, identifying activities that do not create 

value, and creating a production flow with as few stops and shifts of responsibility as possible. It is 

also about letting the customer’s needs determine what to produce, and be taken into account when 

making ongoing improvements. By using LEAN tools, this can be achieved by eliminating “waste” at 

any level on a farm. Typical waste areas are surplus production, transportation, wait time, excessive 

processing, inventory, errors and mistakes, movement, and unexploited knowledge. The first LEAN 

tool that SEGES introduced on a dairy farm was the week planner, which helps the farmer create an 

overview of the workflow at his farm.  

The SOP tools are work instructions which can be displayed in the cowshed. They are pedagogical 

descriptions of how to best solve the tasks at the farm. They help the farmer streamline the 

production, save time and money and improve results. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

 

Project coordinator:  

- Senior specialist Ulrik Toftegaard Jensen 

- SEGES A/S 

- Agro Food Park 15 

- DK-8200 Aarhus N 

- UTJ@seges.dk 

- + 45 8740 5254 

Farmer involved:  

- Approx. 40 farmers participated in the project. Project coordinator Ulrik Toftegaard Jensen, 

SEGES P/S, will establish contact with relevant farmers when needed. 

Text editor:  

- Pernille Pennington 

project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone): 

- Kurt Hansen 

- LivingLean 

- Fredtoftevej 17 

- 2980 Kokkedal 

- kurt@livinglean.dk 

- + 45 2750 3241 

 

- Ann Møller Svendsen 

- Lean Akademiet 

- Naverland 2 

- 2600 Glostrup 

- ams@leanakademiet.dk 

- + 45 2165 7909 

geographical location:  

- The project covered all of Denmark but mostly Jutland 

project period:  

- LEAN: 2010-2013 

- SOP: 2009-2013 

mailto:UTJ@seges.dk
mailto:kurt@livinglean.dk
mailto:ams@leanakademiet.dk
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funding source & budget:  

 Promilleafgiftsfonden and The European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development 

link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

 https://www.landbrugsinfo.dk/Kvaeg/SOP/Sider/Startside.aspx  

 

 

  

https://www.landbrugsinfo.dk/Kvaeg/SOP/Sider/Startside.aspx
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Practice Abstract “SWAP pens for pigs” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

The SWAP (Sow Welfare And Piglet Protection) pen for pigs maximises the efficiency of the pig farms 

while improving animal welfare and meeting legal requirements. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

Over the past 10 years, the SWAP pen was developed to meet legislative demand for lactating sows 

in a farrowing pen without simultaneously increasing the mortality rate among the piglets (so-called 

Sow Welfare and Piglet protection). Nowadays both legislature and consumers demand an increase 

in animal welfare. The pig producers are therefore interested in making sure that new pig pens meet 

the legislative requirements while enabling them to remain competitive. 

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

 Both Danish and EU legislature requires a transition to loose sow systems. In the pork industry, 

the goal is that 10% of all farrowing sows are loose by 2020.  

  

 The idea for developing the SWAP pen arose in 2011 at the Danish Pig Research Centre. They 

collaborated with researchers from the university of Copenhagen and with Jyden, a private 

company in housing equipment. The first drawing was completed the following year and the first 

pen was built in 2013. Several farmers were involved as test hosts and the local advisory service 

also participated. By the end of 2013, 72 SWAP pens were completed and by 2014 this number 

increased to 300 pens. 

The approach to constructing the pen for lactating sows is to build some of the advantages of the 

crate into the pen and to make sure that the sow is only tethered when necessary. This approach 

appeared to be viable. A test done by researchers at the University of Copenhagen showed that the 

SWAP pen reduced piglet mortality and lowered the stress level of the sows. 

The current status of the SWAP pen is that it is recommended to farmers who are investing in new 

buildings or renovations. The production level is promising but not yet quite at the same level as the 

systems of tethered sows.  
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

- Senior scientist Vivi Aarestrup Moustsen 

- SEGES P/S, Pig Research Centre 

- Vinkelvej 11 

- DK-8620 Kjellerup 

- vam@seges.dk 

- + 45 3339 4943  

Farmer involved:  

- In the “SWAP to loose sows”-project there are two Danish farmers, one English and one 

Australian farm involved. Also, the project is in contact with other farms. In addition to the 

project “SWAP to loose sows”, SEGES Pig Research Centre is running a number of other 

projects regarding the development of competitive systems for loose lactating sows.  

Text editor:  

- Pernille Pennington 

project partners in “SWAP to loose sows” 

- SEGES P/S, Pig Research Centre 

- Jyden 

- Idomvej 2 

- DK-7570 Vemb 

- www.jyden.com 

- +45 9748 4099 

geographical location:  

- Jutland (Denmark), Yorkshire (United Kingdom), and Queensland (Australia) 

project period:  

- 2014-2017 

funding source & budget:  

 The Market Development Fund (The Danish Business Authority), the Pig Levy Foundation and 

Jyden 

link to project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

- www.vsp.lf.dk 

- http://www.jydendirect.com/jlf10-swap-sow-welfare-and-piglet-protection_gb/ 

mailto:vam@seges.dk
http://www.jyden.com/
http://www.vsp.lf.dk/
http://www.jydendirect.com/jlf10-swap-sow-welfare-and-piglet-protection_gb/
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Practice Abstract “BEEKEEPING - An association at the centre of innovative actions” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

BEEKEEPING – “Increase the production and improve the marketing of a typical local, high-quality 

honey”. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved?   

60% of all honey consumed in Guadeloupe is imported, despite the fact that good local honey is 

available. In addition pest pressure (Varroa mite), climate hazards and non-rational use of pesticides  

cause high mortality among hives which impacts on honey production. Faced with these threats, 

Guadeloupian beekeepers decided to defend and develop their industry by increasing the colony 

through selection of prolific queens, and differentiating from imported honey through creation of a 

“Miel de Guadeloupe” brand. As a result, the beekeepers’ income could be maintained and even 

improved.  

Short summary in easily understandable language: What problem will the knowledge generated 

solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? Main 

outcome/recommendation  

To deal with Varroa mites, new prolific queen bees have been bred, selected and supplied to 

beekeepers in Guadeloupe. This process has enabled beekeepers to maintain their bee colonies at an 

economically viable size in the area.  

This innovation process was and still is strongly driven by the beekeepers and the beekeepers’ 

association, APIGUA. In 2010, there was no technical or scientific organisation working on 

beekeeping in Guadeloupe. Therefore the APIGUA launched the breeding and production 

programme of queens with the technical support of a Canadian expert. In 2012, the first selected 

queen cells were made available to producers. In 2013 and 2014, 1500 queens were produced. Since 

2015, beekeepers can buy queen cells, swarms or already-mated queens. 

In order to boost the local honey market in Guadeloupe, a honey characterization programme was 

conducted. This enabled certification of the geographic origin labelling for Guadeloupe honeys, its 

authenticity and quality, as well as improved livestock management. This characterization of honeys 

had been planned by APIGUA since 2004, but this was only made possible with support from the 

government, which was facilitated by RITA (Réseau d’Innovation et de Transfert Agricole dans les 

DOM). From 2013 to 2015, Guadeloupian nectar plants were identified, a database of pollens was 

developed, and pollen types in Guadeloupe honeys were identified. The University of Corte (Corsica - 

France), with which the APIGUA has established close link, supported this characterization 

methodologically.  

As a result, Guadeloupian honey has been crowned more than 30 times as best French honey at the 

Paris “International Salon of Agriculture”.  
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Contact data:  

Project coordinator:  

̶ IKARE  

o Xavier XANDE 

o Ancien Lycée agricole – Rond Point de Destrellan – 97122 BAIE-MAHAULT 

o xavier.xande@ikare.asso.fr 

o 06 90 59 15 71 

 

̶ APIGUA 

o Benoît FOUCAN – PERAFIDE 

o Ancien Lycée agricole – Rond Point de Destrellan – 97122 BAIE-MAHAULT 

o apiguadeloupe@yahoo.fr 

o 06 90 19 44 40 

 

Geographical location: Guadeloupe 

Project period: starting date 2013 

Funding source & budget:  

̶ 2013-2014 : CIOM + FEADER 

̶ 2015: Funds ODEADOM – Framework scheme exempted 

 

 

 

 

  

mailto:xavier.xande@ikare.asso.fr
mailto:ronnie@inprofiel.be
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Practice Abstract “CITRUS GREENING – Boosting citrus production in Guadeloupe” 

 

 

Short and easily understandable title  

Citrus Greening – “Sustainability consolidation of the horticultural sector and recovery of citrus 

production.” 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved?  

In 2012, the citrus greening disease rapidly infested the Guadeloupe Island, killing lemon, orange and 

other citrus trees. In order to manage and reduce the pressure of the disease, a healthy seedling 

plant, new plantation practices, and varieties tolerant to citrus greening were selected and 

disseminated. 

However, this should be accompanied by sanitation of the entire Island via uprooting of all infected 

citrus plants. This sanitary crisis triggers a diversification trend in the farming community, leading to 

the growth of other local crops.  

Short summary in easily understandable language: What problem will the knowledge generated 

solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? Main 

outcome/recommendation  

From 2012, the Guadeloupe citrus orchards were gradually destroyed by the “citrus greening” 

disease for which there is no cure. The maintenance and revival of the production required the 

mobilization of all players in the citrus sector as well as government and civil society for the 

coordinated implementation of several actions contributing to maintaining parasite pressure at the 

lowest possible level. 

It was the young fruit growers’ association of Guadeloupe, ASSOFWI, that mobilized the actors of the 

sector to design and implement a disease management plan. With the support of the “Network for 

Innovation and Transfer in the field of Agriculture” (RITA), missions in Corsica and Reunion Island 

were organized to enable stakeholders to have access to technical references, tolerant plant 

material, and control methods already available in these areas, as well as to develop a network of 

actors in the citrus production in these regions. 

As a result a control programme was developed. The next step was to ask the public authorities to 

provide a budget in order to quickly implement this programme. From December 2013 the following 

actions were carried out: the introduction of healthy plant material supplied by the Corsican 

partners, the creation of an amplification block and a dissemination greenhouse, and variety tests. 

Next, two researchers specialized in research on citrus fruit were recruited to come to Guadeloupe. 

They participate in the collective of disease management, and facilitate access to knowledge. 

In 2016, this platform of actors completed this action plan by initiating a research programme for the 

development of a biological control method against the vector of the disease and by engaging in the 

conservation of local varieties of citrus. 
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Contact data:  

 

Project coordinator:  
̶ ASSOFWI (Association des Producteurs de Fruits et Cristophines de la Guadeloupe)  

o Youri UNEAU 
o Route du Bouchu – 97119 VIEUX-HABITANTS 
o assofwi@yahoo.fr ou uneau.assofwi@yahoo.fr  
o 06 90 82 19 83 
o http://assofwi.com 

 
Project partners: 

̶ IT² (Institut Technique Tropical) 
o Patrice CHAMPOISEAU – Liliane PHANTHARANGSI 
o C/O CIRAD – Site de Neufchâteau – Sainte-Marie – 97130 CAPESTERRE-BELLE-EAU 
o p.champoiseau@it2.fr 
o 06 96 29 95 05 
o www.it2.fr 

 
- Chambre d’agriculture de Guadeloupe - Yannick BOC 

o Espace regional agricole – BP35 – Convenance – 97122 BAIE-MAHAULT 
o boc.y@guadeloupe.chambagri.fr 
o 06 90 61 06 78 

 
- CIRAD - Dominique MARTINEZ 

o CIRAD – Site de Neufchâteau – Sainte-Marie – 97130 CAPESTERRE-BELLE-EAU 
o Dominique.martinez@cirad.fr 
o 05 90 86 17 90 
o http://antilles-guyane.cirad.fr/ 

 

 

Geographical location: Guadeloupe 

 

Project period: starting date 2012 

 

Funding source & budget:  

̶ 2013-2014 : CIOM + FEADER 

̶ 2015: Funds ODEADOM – Framework scheme exempted  

 

 

 

 

mailto:xavier.xande@ikare.asso.fr
mailto:uneau.assofwi@yahoo.fr
http://www.it2.fr/
mailto:ronnie@inprofiel.be
http://antilles-guyane.cirad.fr/
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Practice Abstract “YAM - Breeding, evaluation and diffusion of anthracnose-resistant varieties” 

 

 

Short and easily understandable title  

YAM– “Provision of disease-resistant yam varieties in line with local consumer expectations” 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved?  

In Guadeloupe, there is the desire of local authorities to preserve local yam (edible tuber) 

production, despite strong competition with imports from Central America and Cost Rica. Since 2011, 

RITA (Réseau d’Innovation et de Transfert Agricole dans les DOM) facilitates and supports the 

creation of a multi-stakeholder varietal breeding programme and an evaluation platform to meet the 

needs of the consumers and market expectations. 

Short summary in easily understandable language: What problem will the knowledge generated 

solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? Main 

outcome/recommendation  

In Guadeloupe, the yam is a local product with a traditional value and characterized by a wide 

varietal diversity. Currently, 40 yam varieties are currently grown and each farmer usually cultivates 

several varieties. It has become common practice for farmers to use vegetative multiplication for 

replanting. But this practice fosters a high level of anthracnose pressure (and other diseases). 

In the 70s there was an  outbreak of anthracnose disease. The lack of a farmers’ organization wasn’t 

helping to solve the problem. As a response, two independent yam breeding programmes were 

launched by two research institutes, INRA and CIRAD, to create anthracnose-resistant varieties. 

These breeding programmes resulted in new resistant yam varieties that have been adapted and 

have evolved over the years as a result of the recurrent anthracnose crisis. 

A collective thinking and planning between ACTA and CIRAD, IT2 and the Chamber of Agriculture will 

lead to the implementation and monitoring of a collective breeding programme. In this way, new 

anthracnose-resistant yam varieties shall be developed by research organizations and shall be 

adapted to farmers’ needs thanks to the technical Institute IT2 and the Chamber of Agriculture. 

Several extension flyers and technical meetings will be used to spread the results of the programme. 
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Contact data:  

Project coordinator:  

̶ IT² (Institut Technique Tropical)  
o Patrice CHAMPOISEAU 
o C/O CIRAD – Site de Neufchâteau – Sainte-Marie – 97130 CAPESTERRE-BELLE-EAU 
o p.champoiseau@it2.fr 
o 06 96 29 95 05 
o www.it2.fr 

Project partners: 

̶ Chambre d’agriculture de Guadeloupe 
o Yannick BOC 
o Espace regional agricole – BP35 – Convenance – 97122 BAIE-MAHAULT 
o boc.y@guadeloupe.chambagri.fr 
o 06 90 61 06 78 

 
̶ CIRAD 

o Dominique MARTINEZ 
o CIRAD – Site de Neufchâteau – Sainte-Marie – 97130 CAPESTERRE-BELLE-EAU 
o Dominique.martinez@cirad.fr 
o 05 90 86 17 90 
o http://antilles-guyane.cirad.fr/ 

 
̶ INRA 

o Harry OZIER-LAFONTAINE 
o Duclos – 97170 PETIT-BOURG 
o Harry.ozier-lafontaine@antilles.inra.fr 
o 06 90 39 82 83 
o http://www.antilles.inra.fr/ 

 
Geographical location: Guadeloupe 
Project period: starting date 2012 
Funding source & budget:  

̶ 2013-2014 : CIOM + FEADER 
̶ 2015: Funds ODEADOM – Framework scheme exempted 

 

  

mailto:ronnie@inprofiel.be
http://antilles-guyane.cirad.fr/
http://www.antilles.inra.fr/
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Practice Abstract “Floriddia” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

Floriddia develops an alternative supply chain for heritage wheat varieties in order to share and 

spread sustainable farming and local production. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

The question is: How do we produce cereals and improve our farm to make it more profitable and 

sustainably managed? 

In a rapidly changing world, famers need to reflect on their strategy and think about how to organize 

their business in a better way. In order improve the cereal’s quality, save genetic resources and 

recover heritage varieties, the farmers have to rearrange their agronomic skills, organization and 

production, and increase their neighbours’ involvement.  

 

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The initiative grew from the ambition of farmer Rosario Floriddia. Rosario and his brother started to 

run their parents’ 300 ha farm in the second half of the 1980s. The farm developed as a conventional 

cereal farm, strongly dependent on CAP subsidies and integrated in the agro-food chain. They started 

farming organically in 1987. This was a first sign of the desire to grow at a technical and economic 

level. 

This project did not only have an impact on the local community, but also at a broader level, because 

of the involvement of national and international networks working on preservation and seed 

exchange. 

Looking for a more satisfactory and profitable management of the farm, in 2005 Rosario obtained the 

authorization to process and sell food on the farm. In 2007 they got a small electric stone mill and 

started producing their own flour. They began to make bread sold at the farm and in local bakeries.  

The initiative is a radical social innovation because of its collaborative approach in creating a network 

among different actors (farmers, researchers, extensionists, consumers, associations) strongly linked 

through the same sustainable principles in a tacit acknowledgment of the equal dignity of knowledge 

and skills; and the valorisation of peer-to-peer exchange of knowledge in order to share and spread 

sustainable farming and production practices.  

 

Direct sales of their own products were expanded: from only being available to purchase on the 

farm, to going on sale in some local bakeries (400 kg of flour per week) and through local Solidarity 

Purchasing Groups. 

Other local farmers joined the free knowledge-sharing network. Attracted by this different model of 

management and the possibility of finding a more satisfactory outcome, they started to collaborate 

with Floriddia. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

̶ Rosario Floriddia and his family;  

̶ Località Cedri - 56030 Peccioli (Pisa)  

̶ phone +39 0587 697184  

Partners involved  

CTPB (Coordination of Tuscan Organic Farmers),  

Via Nazionale, 17, 50123 Firenze  

Phone: +39 055 476554  

 

University of Florence (Prof. Stefano Benedettelli); 

Piazzale delle Cascine 18 50144  Firenze 

phone +39 055 2755700  

stefano, benedettelliunifi.it 

 

Rete Semi Rurali (Claudio Pozzi, president of the Rural Seeds Network). 

Via di Casignano 25 

50018 Scandicci  

phone: +393481904609Geographical location: Tuscany 

Project period: starting date 2010 

funding RDP 2007/2013 

 "Modernizing farm" INVESTMENT : measure 121 

Project started in  2011- 

 

TOTAL cost  € 683,817.41  

Contribution € 249,033.77   

 

 

Text editor: Alessandra Gemmiti 

 

  

javascript:void(0)
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Practice Abstract “Formanova” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

Formanova reduces cholesterol in pecorino toscano. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

The question is: how can we produce good pecorino Toscano PDO (Protected Designation of Origin) 

cheese with a low cholesterol content? Pecorino is considered to be a food rich in calcium and 

proteins. However it also contains a high proportion of fat. 

In recent years there is growing evidence that dairy products can play a useful role in the prevention 

of some diseases. Formanova has allowed the development of a feeding system that is able to 

transfer some characteristics to sheep’s milk, in order to make it suitable for people with mild 

hypercholesterolemia. The farmers are now able to produce sheep’s milk with better chemical and 

nutritional characteristics. 

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

Formanova answers to different innovation needs: differentiation of market opportunities for 

farmers by introducing a new product; optimizing the agronomic management of forage and pasture; 

and reducing nitrate pollution in water through the spreading of flax cultivation in Tuscan farms. 

 

Maremma represents a particular territory in Tuscany where sheep breeding and the production of 

pecorino cheese, as well as fodder production, are the traditional farming practices. 

The cooperative cheese factory of Manciano in Maremma was founded in 1961. It collects and sells 

sheep’s milk mainly in the municipality of Manciano, but also in other neighbouring municipalities. In 

1985 the cooperative built a new, bigger building for the cheese factory to produce Pecorino Toscano 

cheese which became a PDO. In 2011, together with the University of Pisa and the Province, the 

FORMANOVA project started the cooperative cheese factory. Their aim was and still is to produce 

PDO pecorino cheese with a high level of Omega 3 fatty acids.  

 

The project is related to product and process innovations and answered to different innovation 

needs. In this case, two innovation processes - fodder crops and the introduction of flax - are needed 

to obtain one product innovation: Pecorino cheese with nutraceutical properties. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

̶ Carlo Santarelli 

̶ President od  Coopersative Cheese Factory of Manciano  

̶ Piano di Cirignano, 58014 Manciano  

̶ infocaseificiomanciano.it 

̶ +39- 0564-60941 

Partners: 

2 )Research Center  Agro-Ambientali “E. Avanzi”, University di Pisa 

Via Vecchia di Marina, 6, 56122 Pisa PI 

Phone: 050 221 0500 

 

3) School of University Stydies “S. Anna”, Pisa 

Piazza Martiri della Libertà, 33, 56127 Pisa PI 

Phone: 050 883111 

 

4) Cheese Factory  G. Pinzani s.r.l. 

5) Agriculture Consortium of Maremma Toscany (GR) 

58042 Arcille, Province of Grosseto 

Phone:0564 998254 

 

6) Agriculture Consortium of Siena (SI) 

Via Giuseppe Pianigiani, 9, 53100 Siena SI 

Phone:0577 2301 

 

7) Consorzio of for Pecorino  Toscano DOP protection 

Farmer involved:  

Five dairy farms 

 Funding source & budget: total cost of the project:  

RDP funds: misure ex 124 on RDP 

Total cost €500796,00Regional founds: € 348144,00  

https://www.google.it/search?client=firefox-b&q=centro+di+ricerche+agro-ambientali+enrico+avanzi+phone&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3NDIzyjAvii_S0s9OttJPzs_JSU0uyczP08_Oyy_PSU1JT40vSMxLzSnWz0gsji_IyM9LtQKTAHhTOVxBAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjqk7vD7vvRAhXLtRQKHUZEBfIQ6BMImgEwEA
javascript:void(0)
https://www.google.it/search?client=firefox-b&q=sant'anna+school+of+advanced+studies+phone&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LUz9U3sCgyKDPU0s9OttJPzs_JSU0uyczP08_Oyy_PSU1JT40vSMxLzSnWz0gsji_IyM9LtQKTADq9D5w-AAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjtrPbb7vvRAhXFVRQKHZHSBfkQ6BMIjwEwFA
javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)
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link to project  

www.pecorinotoscanodop.it  

Text editor: Alessandra Gemmiti 
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Practice Abstract “IMViTo” 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

IMViTO innovates to improve the competitiveness and sustainability of the viticulture and wine 

production chain. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

The question is: how can we make Tuscan viticulture sustainable, stronger and better recognised? 

Wine plays an important role in Tuscany’s agriculture and agri-food system. In order to sustainably 

produce a better quality of wine, the farmers have to improve on several key issues. IMViTO 

incentivizes them to improve their knowledge of organic and biodynamic techniques; to focus on 

saving genetic resources and proving the traceability of the wines, related to genetic characteristics; 

and to focus their marketing strategies on these strongpoints. 

 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

For more than six hundred years, the Mazzei family and its company Fonterutoli have been 

producing unique wines with a long tradition. The family participated in the IMViTo project to 

enhance the local vines. The philosophy behind this is to let the grapes tell the story of their land, 

with respect to its diversity and nature. In order to do so, viticulture has to be sustainable, taking 

precautions to preserve the delicate hydrogeological balance, protect the soil from erosion, and 

maximize the water reserves in the soil.  

This could be achieved by undertaking several measures. Smart farming makes use of sensors and 

implements good agricultural practices. Grape varieties that traditionally grow in the area, such as 

pugnitello, foglia and tonda ,are recognized because of their natural adaptability to the territory. And 

innovative methodologies are used to identify the cultivar’s DNA, related to the phenolic and 

aromatic profile of the wine. A platform was created that allows producer and consumer to track 

each step involved in the wine’s supply chain.  

The result is a better quality wine that scores highly on sustainability, environment and traceability. 

This has several positive consequences: the producers can produce a better quality, natural 

resources are respected, and consumers know exactly what they are buying. The results of this 

project will be rolled out in several regional and national farms in Italy. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

̶ Project coordinator:  

̶  Diffusion of autoctonus grapes 

̶ CREA Council of Research in Economics and Agriculture 

̶ :Paolo Storchi 

̶ Viale Santa Margherita 80 Arezzo 

̶ paolo.storchicrea.gov.it 

̶ +39-0575-353021  

 

̶ Responsible for  UNITs: 

 

̶ -2 Carbon balance and photosynthesis rate;University of Firenze:   

̶ - Dept of Vegetable plant production, soil and agro-forestry territory 

̶ Prof Giovanni Mattii 

̶ Viale delle Idee  

̶ Polo scientifico Sesto Fiorentino. 

̶ Phone:+39 055 4574043 

̶  gbmattii@unifi.it 

̶ 3 Enology 

̶ - Dept of Biotecnology-Enology section 

̶ Prof. Mario Bertuccioli 

̶ Via Dononzetti 7 

̶ 50144 Firenze 

̶ mario.bertuccioli@unifi.it 

̶ - Dept of economics, agronomy and forestry engeneering 

̶ 4 Precision viticulture 

̶ Marco Vieri 

̶ Piazzale delle Cascine 50144 Firenze 

̶ marco.vieri@unifi.it 

̶ 5 Economic aspects 

̶ Piazzale delle Cascine 50144 Firenze 

mailto:gbmattii@unifi.it
mailto:marco.vieri@unifi.it
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̶ leonardo.casini@unifi.it 

6 Aging 

 Superior universitary of improved studies  Sant’Anna School   

Pietro Tonutti 

Piazza Martiri della Libertà, 33 

56127 Pisa 

Phone +39 050 883210 

pietro.tonutti@sssup.it 

8  

Defence of plants 

University of Pisa – Diepartment of Cultivation and protection of woody plants  

Giancarlo Scalabrelli 

Via del Borghetto, 80 

56124 Pisa 

Phone +39 050 2216139 

gscalabrelli@agr.unipi.it 

 

 

 Farms /wineries involved:  

Consorzio Vino Chianti Classico 

Giuseppe Liberatore 

Via Scopeti,155 Sant’Andrea in Percussina 

50026 San Casciano V. (FI) 

Phone +39 055 82285 

marketing@chianticlassico.com 

Barone Ricasoli  

Massimiliano Biagi 

Piazza Goldoni, 3 

50123 Firenze 

Phone +39 0577 7301 

mailto:leonardo.casini@unifi.it
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m.biagi@ricasoli.it 

Agricola Ceralti 

Iacopo Alfeo 

Piazza del Popolo, 13 

57022 Castagneto Carducci (LI) 

Phone +39 0565 763989 

info@ceralti.it 

Tenuta Fanti 

Fanti Baldassarre Filippo 

Loc. Palazzo, 14 Montalcino (SI) 

Phone +39 0577 835795 

elisa@fantisanfilippo.it 

Azienda Agricola Montepardi 

Massimo Vincenzini 

Via di Montepaldi, 12 

50026 San Casciano V./P. (FI) 

Phone +39 055 8228128 

massimo.vincenzini@regione.toscana.it 

Cantine Leonardo 

Ambrosino 

Via Provinciale di Mercatale 291 

Vinci (FI) 

Phone +39 0571 902444 

info@cantineleonardo.it 

Colle Massari 

Tipa Carmelo Claudio 

Loc. Poggi del Sasso 
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58044 

Cinigiano (GR) 

Phone +39 0564 990496 

info@collemassari.it 

many others.  

 

Text editor: Alessandra Gemmiti 

 

geographical location: Tuscany - Italy 

project period: starting date 2010_2014 evolved in small projects : 

  funding source & budget:  

̶ Regional founds: € 600.000,00 +VAT 

̶ evolved in cooperation misure ex 124 on RDP 

 

link to project website and to a website until 2014 

- www.arsia.regione.toscana.it- 

- mni site: Agrinnova – viticulture-Enology 

  

http://www.organisatie-architect.be/
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Practice Abstract “Orti ETICI” 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

Innovative Social Inclusion  

 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

The main goal of Orti ETICI is to promote social integration through the production of food around 

the principle of social economy. 

The goal is to provide innovative services to the local community through a partnership between 

farmers, social cooperatives and local authorities. In this context, people with disabilities work to 

produce vegetables for the direct sell to local consumers. 

 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The project Orti ETICI started with the aim promoting the idea of ‘responsible innovation’ in the field 

of agricultural production and social inclusion. The project combines sustainable farming and social 

rehabilitation through the employment of people who belong to vulnerable groups, or who have low 

contractual capacity. The main idea behind this project is to create a model of cooperation that can 

be replicated in other territories.  

  

This innovation is currently implemented on a local scale. By far, 60 people with disabilities have 

been included in the project and among them around 40% developed a good technical competence 

to produce vegetables for selling direct to local consumers. One of them is working on a stable basis 

at the organic farm partner in this project.  

 

Different partners are involved in the project: the University of Pisa (Dept. of Veterinary Science), 

Cooperative Ponteverde (social cooperative), Bio-Colombini organic farm, and the Centre for agro-

environmental research of the University of Pisa (CIRAA). 

The organizations involved gave themselves a formal structure (temporary association of enterprises) 

in order to share rights, duties and tasks. The task of the co-operatives is to manage the job 

placement process, monitoring and evaluating individual outcomes. The CIRAA manages the 

processing and provides the land and buildings and the experience of its technicians. Moreover, it 

utilizes Orti ETICI as “place of experimentation and research in the agricultural sector”. The 

Department of Veterinary Sciences provides the skills acquired over the years on social farming and 

promotes the creation, within the university, of a training centre on these issues. Main outputs of 

this project are: the establishment of permanent working and training courses on social farming, 

organized jointly by ARISA and University.  
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

- Coordinator: an ATI (temporary association of enterprises) constituted by: University of Pisa 
(Dept. of Veterinary Science), social cooperatives, “Bio-Colombini” organic farm and the Centre 
for agro-environmental research of the University of Pisa (CIRAA). 
Contact: info@ortietici.it 

 
- Actors involved: University of Pisa (Dept. of Veterinary Science), two social cooperatives, “Bio-
Colombini” organic farm and the Centre for agro-environmental research of the University of Pisa 
(CIRAA), one professional (tutor) who work with disabled people, people with disability. 
 
- Geographical location: Province of Pisa, Tuscany 
 
- Starting date: 2008 
 
- Funding: own funding 
 
- Website: http://www.portaleetico.it/; http://www.avanzi.unipi.it/index.php/orti-e-t-i-c-i.html 
 
- Text editor: Elena Favilli 
 

  

http://www.portaleetico.it/
http://www.avanzi.unipi.it/index.php/orti-e-t-i-c-i.html
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Practice Abstract “POL-TP” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

POL-TP helps wine producers to better organize their activities, with specific focus on Innovative 

organization to produce better quality wine. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

The question is: “How can I make better quality wine and simultaneously improve the organization of 
the field and winery activities?” 
Technicians and oenologists need to know when is the best moment to harvest the grape and how to 
control the aging process to produce quality wine. Frequent monitoring of grape and wine 
components is crucial. In order to detect the polyphenol content in the grapes and in the wine, the 
technicians need to use expensive and time-consuming analysis. Therefore they need to reflect on 
their strategy: how can they organize their work in a better way, and how can they increase the 
quality of the product?  
 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

Wine production is very important for Tuscany’s agriculture and agri-food system. 

The development of a predictive analytical control system, aimed at a concrete improvement in the 

management of the phenolic fractions of the wines produced from ‘Sangiovese’ grapes, was the idea 

of wine cooperative ‘Colli Fiorentini’, supported by ISVEA (Institute for Development in Viticulture, 

Enology and Agroindustry) and VINIDEA (a brokerage organisation working in the fields of viticulture 

and Enology). 

A key component in red wine is the polyphenol content. This is important for determining the way 

the wine looks and tastes. It also affects the flavour profile of aged wines. Monitoring the 

polyphenols during grape maturation and during different stages of the vinification results in great 

quality and technological advantage. 

The aim of the project was to detect the polyphenol content in the grapes themselves and during the 

wine making process in a simple way.  

Within the project, the partners developed a protocol aimed at testing a patent Australian tool: the 

‘Tannin portal’, on Sangiovese grapes and adapting it to the climatic and environmental conditions of 

Tuscany. AWRI (Australian Wine Research Institute) collaborated with the partners, wine cooperative 

Colli Fiorentini, ISVEA and Vinidea to adapt the tannin portal for growers of Sangiovese grapes and 

Tuscan wine in Tuscan environmental conditions. 

When the Pol-TP project was completed, the Tannin Portal was named ‘Wine Cloud’. Around 300 

farmers are now using this tannin portal.  
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator:  

̶ Wine Cooperative “Colli Fiorentini” 
̶ Baragli Ritano 
̶ Nuova del Virginio, 34 
̶ Montespertoli  - Firenze 
̶ Phone: 0571 – 659127 
̶ e-mail:info@collifiorentini.it 

 
Farmer involved:  

- All the Colli Fiorentini members 

project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone), 

̶  
̶ Partner: 
̶ ISVEA s.r.l. 
̶ via basilicata 1/3, Località Fosci,  
̶ 53036 Poggibonsi Siena 
̶ Phone: 0577 981467 

̶ e-mail:info@isvea.it 
̶  
̶ Partner: 
̶ VINIDEA 
̶ Piazza Primo Maggio, 20, 29028 Ponte dell'olio PC 
̶ Phone: 0523 876423 

̶ e-mail:info@vinidea.it 
̶  

geographical location:Tuscany 

project period: starting date 2013 

Funding source and budget: 

Investments PSR 2007/2013  

measure 121 PSR "modeernization farm" investment  

Total Cost Euro 254.000,00 

Contribution under Mis.124 Euro  177,800 

Link to project : 
 
http://www.infowine.com/docs/POL-TP-parte1.wmv 
http://www.infowine.com/docs/POL-TP-parte2.wmv 
http://www.infowine.com/docs/POL-TP-parte3.wmv 
 

Text editor: Alessandra Gemmiti  

mailto:info@collifiorentini.it
https://www.google.it/search?client=firefox-b&q=isvea+srl+phone&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEwqN4pPK8_K0dLPTrbST87PyUlNLsnMz9PPzssvz0lNSU-NL0jMS80p1s9ILI4vyMjPS7UCkwCwKkbpQgAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjyvqaavezRAhXCOhQKHaLgAvIQ6BMIjgEwDw
javascript:void(0)
mailto:info@isvea.it
https://www.google.it/search?client=firefox-b&q=vinidea+srl+phone&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LRT9c3zEg2TcmNtzDT0s9OttJPzs_JSU0uyczP08_Oyy_PSU1JT40vSMxLzSnWz0gsji_IyM9LtQKTANYfSatBAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwizo93FvezRAhWDvRQKHX2RAPgQ6BMIhQEwDw
javascript:void(0)
mailto:info@vinidea.it
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Practice Abstract “CECRA” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

CECRA helps to improve the advisory skills of agricultural and rural advisors.  

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

In order to deal professionally with innovation in agriculture, rural advisory services have to adjust to 
rising requirements in terms of their staff’s qualifications, particularly their advisors’ personal, 
methodological and communicative skills. CECRA organizes a Certificate for European Consultants in 
Rural Areas, which serves as a benchmark and proof of quality for rural consultants all over Europe.  

CECRA meets these requirements by offering practice-oriented, method advisory training sessions for 
advisors. The cooperation of many advisory services, who have agreed on common goals and 
contents for the CECRA training sessions, guarantees a European-wide quality standard. 

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

If an advisor wants to support a farmer or a farmer’s family effectively, she/he needs training in 
advisory methods. Advisory services in Central and Eastern European Regions are particularly 
interested in CECRA, and have expressed a need for skills development for consulting personnel. This 
is necessary because the consultants generally have good technical qualifications, but largely lack 
skills in the methodical and social fields.  

Today, innovation often requires a cooperative strategy. Rural advisory services automatically find 
themselves in situations where they have to facilitate and steer cooperative learning processes. In 
these kind of processes, the interests of different partners have to be mediated. Key tasks include 
handling social learning, conflict management, organizational development and professional 
negotiation. These skills are covered in CECRA advisory training courses.  

The Foundation of the Rural Advisor Services’ Network EUFRAS in 2013 canalised and catalysed the 
CECRA expansion process. In June 2015 a cooperation and usage agreement was established 
between IALB (Internationale Akademie land-und  hauswirtschaftlicher Beraterinnen und Berater) 
and EUFRAS (European Forum For Agricultural and Rural Advisory Services). In 2017, a train the 
trainer programme has been rolled out across Europe.   

Advisory services all over Europe think about using the new EU EAFRD funding option for advisory 
work. To activate the EU funding in the regional rural development programme, a qualification 
concept for advisors such as CECRA is required. 
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Practice Abstract “Development of economic activities (Support for Entrepreneurs) in rural 

areas” 

 Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.)  

Support for rural entrepreneurs during their first years of work. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces)  

Often entrepreneurs face the biggest problems during the first two years of operation. Latvian Rural 
Advisory and Training Centre has made a program to work with rural entrepreneurs and farmers 
during those first years, supporting them with advice and some free services – such as accounting, 
marketing or other, if required.  
The program helped most of the farmers involved to keep their businesses and set them up for a 
sound future. 
 

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The business incubator approach for farmers and other rural entrepreneurs responds to the needs of 

rural areas that are being abandoned . The cause often lies in the lack of job opportunities, which 

causes migration and stops economic growth. The program started out in the Latgale region for the 

first few years  later expanded to the whole territory of Latvia. It now focuses not only on agricultural 

enterprises but also on start-ups and non-agricultural businesses. Each year about 250 small farmers 

from all over Latvia participate in the program. 

The participants are entrepreneurs who want to learn and want to start or develop their business in 
rural areas. They want to work in rural development or improvement of social life by implementing 
their ideas. 
 
At the start of the cooperation with the enterprise, advisors study the workflow, discuss ideas and 

their viability, comment on development plans, book keeping and finances. If needed, specialized 

advisors are invited. 

During the cooperation, the advisors visit the entrepreneurs, discuss business activities and changes, 

and make plans for the period that they cooperate. The book keeping service is offered for free, if 

needed.  

Contact data: 

Latvian Rural Advisory and Training Centre, Ozolnieki, Latvia, LV-3018 

Elina.Ozola@llkc.lv 
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Practice Abstract “Herbivorous project” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.)  

Farmers decide which farm problems should first be addressed using science. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces)  

Scientists often decide on their own what problems should be addressed when carrying out studies. 

The ‘Herbivorous project’ has made a change. It offers farmers, advisors and scientists the 

opportunity to sit around the table and discuss which problems are most important and should be 

addressed first. The project helps all three actors to work together and get suitable and 

understandable ideas for everyday work on the farm. 

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The Herbivorous project is responding to farmer’s needs for better and cheaper maintenance of 

cattle. The aim is to develop rational recommendations for livestock farms, using commercially 

reasonable, good practice farming methods on a trial basis, and manufacturing analysis, by 

promoting the transfer of knowledge in the livestock sector. 

Farmer NGOs, farmers, scientists and advisors work together to decide what demonstrations should 

be given each year, and which problems make the biggest impact on farming. 

In demonstration sessions, farmers can see the real effect of different innovations (or just better 

conditions) for cattle. The public events for farmers are very well recognized and farmers are willing 

to try out the good practices in their own farms. 

The themes of the project are mostly new for Latvian conditions, so different ideas and experiments 

are welcomed. 

The main challenges through the process are to translate scientific language into a vocabulary that 

farmers understand (and vice versa) and to find the right farmers for the demonstrations. The project 

looked specifically for farmers that were willing to accept the new introductions and maintain them 

as planned by advisors and scientists. 

The process started in 2012 and is still ongoing. 

Contact data: 

Latvian Rural Advisory and Training Centre, Ozolnieki, Latvia, LV-3018 

Anita.Silina@llkc.lv 
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Practice Abstract “Team work for farm advice” 

 Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.)  

Advisory work in teams, supporting farmers during a crisis 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces)  

The dairy sector became unstable due to the world economic crisis in 2008 and the purchase price of 

milk decreased considerably. It was very essential to give a helping hand to farmers, who were 

struggling with bank payments and farm operating costs. 

LLKC, in collaboration with the ministry of Agriculture of Latvia, came up with an operational program 

that looked at the farm with an holistic approach and dealt with farmers and banks, helping to 

resolve debt problems and improve the farm’s everyday work.   

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

When the financial crisis in Latvia started, the purchase price of milk decreased considerably. The 

ministry of Agriculture received requests from the Farmers’ organizations (such as the Parliament of 

Farmers and the Latvian Farmers Federation). They needed help in the new crisis situation. Farmers 

were struggling with bank payments and farm operating costs. Soon it was decided that LLKC had to 

find solutions. 

It was clear that the main problems farmers were dealing with were lack of knowledge of how to 

reduce costs, large debts and cash flow problems. The crisis made these problems more urgent.  

Inspired by the experience of ProAgria (Finland) and SEGES (Denmark), LLKC decided to create 

advisory teams to try and solve farmer problems. To provide the service, LLKC developed 8 advisory 

teams for elaboration of production plans. 

The advisory teams were trained to work together. They bundled all the issues of the farms, allowing 

for a general analysis and a holistic approach. 

Farmers from all over Latvia could apply for the program through an open announcement in 2009 

and 2010. LLKC received 140 applications from farms all over the country: 97 dairy farms, 31 arable 

farms and 12 other farms (goat, sheep, etc.). 

The process started in 2008, because of the world economic crisis, and was realized throughout the 

years 2009 and 2010. 

With financial support from the Rural Network 140 farms got support to develop their production 

and optimise their plans in order to become stable again. 137 of those farms are operating today still. 
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Contact data: 

Latvian Rural Advisory and Training Centre, Ozolnieki, Latvia, LV-3018 

Kaspars.Zurins@llkc.lv 
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Practice Abstract “Promotion of Youth Entrepreneurship in Rural areas – Youth project” 

 Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.)  

Youth project is a business incubator type learning program for young people in rural areas to boost 
the youngster’s ability to live and work in rural areas. 
 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces)  

The Youth project originated as an answer to the high number of people leaving rural areas, mainly 

caused by a lack of job opportunities. The project is introduced in order to activate and encourage 

participation of young people from the countryside in rural businesses and social life. Participants are 

young people aged 18-30 years who want to learn how to start or develop their business in a rural 

area. They will work in rural development or improvement of the social life in the area, by 

implementation of their ideas. 

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

During the training program the Latvian Rural Advisory and Training Centre (LRATC ) trains young 

people in the identification and analysis of a business idea, business plans and projects development, 

entrepreneurship, market research and competition analysis, funding possibilities, EU projects, 

marketing activities and branding, business plan writing, bookkeeping and presentation skills. Some 

successful business examples are presented as well. 

During the program different classic activities are discussed - such as making children’s clothing and 

the organisation of cultural events. Also some more untraditional ideas came up, such as ice cream 

from hemp milk, and wooden pedal cars for kids. 

During the sessions LRATC helps young people to implement their ideas. Afterwards the participants 

can submit their business plan for competition in one of 4 categories and compete for prizes. Total 

prize fund – 30 000 euros. 

Trainings are ongoing in all districts of Latvia (25). Each year more than 50 young people finalize their 

business plans and 25-35 new enterprises are set up. 

Often traditional business incubators turn out to be too complex for young people in rural areas. An 

approach such as the Youth project is much better, since it is more personal and close. 

Contact data: 

Latvian Rural Advisory and Training Centre, Ozolnieki, Latvia, LV-3018 

Elina.Ozola@llkc.lv 
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Practice abstract ‘Bio-district’ 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.)  

Bio-district: innovative territorial governance involving organic producers and local stakeholders 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

A bio-district is a bottom-up organisation where farmers, citizens, tourism operators, associations 

and public authorities enter into an agreement for the sustainable management of local resources, 

based on organic production and consumption. Examples of activities within the bio-district are a 

short food chain, purchasing groups, and organic canteens in public offices and schools. In bio-

districts, it is essential to link the promotion of organic produce with the promotion of the land and 

its special characteristics. This way it can fully realise its economic, social and cultural potential.  

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The Cilento Bio-district (Italy) emerged back in 2004 as a response to the plea of organic farmers for 

help in marketing their products and promoting organic agriculture. At that time farmers in the 

Cilento area (Campania region) were facing difficulties in reaching consumers and sustaining their 

businesses. AIAB, the organic farming association, saw this request as an opportunity to launch a new 

initiative based on the district model. The key point of this bio-district model is that, instead of taking 

measures to help individual farms through, AIAB brings together a variety of local actors. So, public 

administration, restaurants, canteens, tourism business and so on developed a common strategy to 

facilitate organic food and farming in Cilento and the area itself, based on organic principles.  

The idea behind this approach is to create and reinforce links that benefit everyone involved: organic 
farmers get better market access and exposure; consumers benefit from transparency about the 
origins of their food and enjoy fresh, organically grown local products; tourism operators offer new 
sights or destinations (eco trails and agriturismo farms); and public authorities ensure food security, 
i.e. define ways to meet the food needs of local communities.  
 
The Cilento Bio-district now includes 33 municipalities and 450 organic farms (23% of all organic 
producers in Campania). 14 more bio-districts were set up across Italy, as well as several more in 
other countries. The impact for the Cilento area is diverse. In the last 2 years a 20% increase in the 
turnover of organic farmers and companies was registered. The bio-district created a network of 20 
restaurants promoting local produce. Finally, the share of organically managed land has increased. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Project coordinator 

Salvatore Basile: presidente@ecoregions.eu 

Address:  

I.N.N.E.R 

Via Tasso 169 villino i - 80127 Napoli 

Text editor: Yulia Barabanova 

Location: Cilento, Campania Region, Italy 

Project period: 

2004 – ongoing 

Funding source: multiple funding sources 

Website: http://www.biodistretto.net/  

  

http://www.biodistretto.net/
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Practice abstract ‘Biosampo’ 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

Biosampo, a new biological treatment that reduces odour and minimizes the need for transport. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

Pig farmers located close to an urban area often receive complaints from neighbours about odour 
and too much transport due to the slurry that needs to be transported. A farmer can address these 
complaints by installing a biological slurry treatment unit and other environmental technologies.  
Pellon Group, a Finnish company that offers solutions among others to increase welfare of animals 
and production, developed Biosampo, a biological slurry treatment unit that reduces the odour and 
the need for transport. Its development was carried out in collaboration with a pig farmer on his 
farm. As a result of this treatment, less slurry needs to be transported from the farm.  
 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The Eerola pig production farm is situated near an urban area. As the farm intends to stay in that 
area and also wants to enlarge its operation, neighbours were complaining about too much odour. A 
second challenge was to reduce the logistics since slurry needs to be transported far from the farm. 
In order to avoid conflicts with the neighbours, the farmer searched for solutions. The Eerola farm 
started a collaboration with the company Pellon Group, to develop and test Biosampo, a new 
biological treatment unit, at farm level. In addition, high-pressure water spraying and manure cooling 
with heat pumps were tested. As the odour is reduced with these technologies, the farmer is able to 
enlarge the farm despite its proximity to the urban area. As the Biosampo-unit separates the dry and 
wet fractions and removes the nitrogen, the logistical costs are reduced, since the liquid part can be 
spread near the farm, and the dry part has enough phosphorus to make it economically viable to 
transport it a longer distance.    
Farmers using Biosampo and the other environmental technologies tested at Eerola Farm will be able 

to be situated near an urban area without attracting complaints about odour or excess transport 

traffic. In particular, the odour from spreading manure will be reduced. Pellon Group Ltd will get 

realistic, full-scale experience and data to be used in product development. The farms will save 

money in transport costs, and even get new business from selling the dry fraction as a fertilizer.  
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Farmer involved:  

- Sami Eerola 

Company involved: 

- Pellon Group Ltd, Juha Takala 

- http://www.pellon.fi/en/  

Text editor: Hannu Haapala 

project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone), 

̶ External consultants: 

o ProAgria, Hannu Haapala 

 hannu.haapala@proagria.fi 

 +358 43 825 2805 

geographical location: Finland – South Ostrobothnia 

project period: starting date 2012 

funding source & budget:  

̶ the farmers and Pellon Group Ltds own funds + research funding from the Ministry of 

Agriculture, Food & Fisheries, and R&D funding from TEKES (The Finnish Funding Agency for 

Innovation)  

  

http://www.pellon.fi/en/
mailto:hannu.haapala@proagria.fi
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Practice Abstract “Investment Support Team & Building Blog at Keisala Farm” 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

A multi-actor investment support team and an online blog helped the farmer in the process of 

building an economically viable barn.  

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

A farmer builds a barn only a couple times in his/her life. The project management of this investment 
is mostly challenging. External consultancy is often needed. But the need for consultancy also 
changes as the construction phase progresses. An investment support team can help the farmer with 
making choices. The team consist of experts with different backgrounds: design, economics, plant 
production, dairy production, etc. according to the needs of the project. 
The Investment Support Team is an example of how an advisory service can help the farm to run a 

large investment.  

 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The Keisala farm, a dairy farm in Töysä, Western Finland, wanted to build a new barn. ProAgria, the 
Finnish expert organization providing a wide range of services to rural entrepreneurs, suggested the 
farmer make use of an Investment Support Team. This team consisted of experts in design, 
economics and production. Experts from both dairy and  plant production were involved. Thanks to 
the flexibility of the support team, it was possible to have a systemic approach to the investment 
process so that different aspects of the solution were discussed. The construction phase itself went 
rapidly because of the extensive planning phase.  
ProAgria also suggested starting up an online blog, which was used as a communication tool 
throughout the process. The farmer used this blog to share daily the progress of the construction, the 
challenges and the pitfalls. The farmer received a lot of mental support from other farmers through 
this blog. As an additional result of the blog, a large number of farmers who were planning to build a 
new barn ended up visiting the Keisala Farm. The blog provided publicity for the ProAgria advisory 
service and others involved in the Investment Support Team. A blog could be useful in similar 
situations where a large investment is being made. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Innovation support involved: 

- ProAgria, Hannu Haapala 

 hannu.haapala@proagria.fi 

 +358 43 825 2805 

Text editor: Hannu Haapala 

project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone), 

geographical location: Finland – South Ostrobothnia 

project period: starting date 2010 

funding source & budget:  

̶ the farmers own funds, ProAgria, Rural Development Programs 

  

mailto:hannu.haapala@proagria.fi
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Practice Abstract “Kirkkokallio Agroecological Concept” 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

Kirkkokallio Agroecological Concept; agriculture as part of an agroecological Industry Park.   

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

Industries waste a lot of energy and produce by-products that could be utilized more intelligently. 
Clusters of companies could benefit from each other’s energies and by-products. An ecological 
cluster where suitable industries are situated near each other has the potential to enhance the total 
efficiency of its members. Agriculture can be a valuable partner in this cluster since its by-products 
are mostly suitable for recycling.  
There is also a lot of usable energy in biological materials that can be exchanged. Therefore an 
agroecological industrial cluster is an interesting business.  
It is, however, not an easy task to form such a cluster. But the Kirkkokalllio concept succeeded.  
  
 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The Kirkkokallio Agroecological Concept is an example of how an agroecological industrial cluster can 
be established. The development was triggered by an EU directive that was given after the outbreak 
of BSE disease in some EU countries. The directive requires that animals that die on farms must be 
treated in centralized treatment plants. To fulfil the requirement in Finland, such a unit was 
established in Honkajoki in Western Finland. This treatment plant produces a lot of energy and by-
products. Driven by the principle of efficient use of resources, the municipality of Honkajoki, in 
collaboration with the Food Park association and a cooperative for special crops, started to develop 
an agroecological park around the treatment plant. In 2016, this park included a local cluster of over 
10 companies. The by-products and waste-heat are utilized in making biodiesel, biogas, and for 
heating greenhouses. Wind energy is also produced. The concept has improved the efficiencies of 
material and energy use.  
The concept is an example of how to complete local resources with the ones needed to form a 

harmonic ecological system. The concept can be applied in similar situations where there is enough 

excess heat and waste available.  

The co-operating principle of the companies is unique because it is based on trust between the 

actors so that the important decisions, such as letting new companies join the concept, are made 

jointly. The cluster has been created based on the strong will and motivation among the key figures 

in the area. In the future Kirkkokallio wants to become a stronger food-based hub. The inclusion of 

basic agricultural production is the probably the next step for growth. 
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Innovation support involved: 

- Foodpark Oy, CEO Hannu Uusihonko 

- www.foodpark.fi 

-  +358 43 820 1078 

Text editor: Hannu Haapala 

project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone), 

̶ External consultants: 

o ProAgria, Hannu Haapala 

 hannu.haapala@proagria.fi 

 +358 43 825 2805 

geographical location: Finland – Satakunta 

project period: starting date 1980´s 

funding source & budget:  

̶ the companies´ own funds, private investors, Rural Development Programs, and R&D funding 

from TEKES (The Finnish Funding Agency for Innovation)  

  

http://www.foodpark.fi/
mailto:hannu.haapala@proagria.fi
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Practice Abstract “Development of Feed Wall System at Tikka Farm” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

The Feed Wall system; a new barn concept in dairy farming that reduces the investment cost for the 

barn and the risk of diseases.  

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/enduser, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

A traditional dairy barn is expensive to build. One of the reasons is the floor area, which is not being 
optimally utilised. This is due to the feeding wagon which requires a wide alley inside the building. 
Driving the feeding wagon inside the building also increases the risk of diseases. A Finnish architect, 
and son of a dairy farmer, was eager to find out if the feed could be delivered to the cows without 
going inside the building. As a solution, he developed the Feed Wall System and optimized the 
system in collaboration with dairy farmers. The Feed Wall System is all about driving the feeding 
tractor outside the barn and delivering the feed through a foldable visor to a bunk that is integrated 
into the barn wall.  
 

 
Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

Tikka farm, a large organic dairy farm in Kurikka, Western Finland, needed to build a new barn. The 
farmers contacted a Finnish architect who won an architectural competition with his new Feed Wall 
model. The farmers liked the new way of feeding as it seemed to reduce the construction costs and 
hygienic risks.  
Therefore, the Tikka farm began a cooperation with the architect. The Feed Wall System was 
integrated into an existing barn and later in a new-build barn. Collaboration between the farmers 
and the architect made it possible to improve the Feed Wall system and make it more reliable. This 
was done by changing the operation from pneumatic to hydraulic, and also by correcting some 
constructional weaknesses. The end product is ready for the market and it has already been sold to 
several countries. 
Farmers who choose the Feed Wall System will build more economically because the width of the 

barn is reduced. The system can also be fitted to an existing barn so that more cows will fit in. The 

hygienic quality of the feed is also better.   
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Contact data: Project coordinator (+ address, e-mail, telephone), text editor, project partners (+ 

address, e-mail, telephone), geographical location, project period, funding source & budget, link to 

project website and to a website where info stays long-term available 

Farmer involved:  

- Vesa & Päivi Tikka, the farmers 

-  

Company involved: 

- Cowhomes, architect Jouni Pitkäranta 

- www.cowhomes.com  

Text editor: Hannu Haapala 

project partners (+ address, e-mail, telephone), 

̶ External consultants: 

o ProAgria, Hannu Haapala 

 hannu.haapala@proagria.fi 

 +358 43 825 2805 

geographical location: Finland – South Ostrobothnia 

project period: starting date 1998 

funding source & budget:  

̶ the farmers and architects own funds + research funding from the Ministry of Agriculture, 

Food & Fisheries, and R&D funding from TEKES (The Finnish Funding Agency for Innovation)  

  

http://www.cowhomes.com/
mailto:hannu.haapala@proagria.fi
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Practice Abstract“Efkarpon- Superfoods” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

Efkarpon-Hellenic Super foods is a new generation farmers’ cooperative (NGC) cultivating, processing 

and marketing four superfoods according to organic standards.  

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

Efkarpon NGC responded to the need of innovative smallholders, including new-entrants, to cultivate 
alternative crops. They joined farming due to the economic crisis in Greece and are facing financial 
and land constraints, e.g. small and fragmented land ownership.  

In joining the cooperative, the smallholders get the chance to participate in a vertically integrated 
production scheme which will capture all the added value created in the value chain, from 
production to sellers. It is the first agricultural NGC in the Thessaly region and a pioneer of the sector 
all over Greece. 

 

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

In 2011, two friends had the idea of cultivating superfoods (blueberries, goji berry, aronia, sea 

buckthorn) in Greece on a commercial basis through a collective scheme. Following a campaign to 

attract farmers, with the assistance of AN.KA. S.A. (the local Development Agency), the NGC Efkarpon 

was established in 2012. Its establishment was supported by the Collaboration Incubator of AN.KA. 

S.A., the Harokopion University of Athens and the Cooperative Bank of Karditsa, with AN.KA. S.A. 

acting as the ‘intermediary’.  

The main benefit of Efkarpon membership is that smallholders are involved in an innovative initiative 

in terms of both the crops cultivated and organization. This allows them to capture the added value 

throughout the chain, from production to sellers. Additionally, Efkarpon presents other farmers with 

a new organizational scheme and opportunity.  

Efkarpon had a good start in the market, launching its first raw products in 2013. However in 2015 its 

export expectations were curtailed due to the imposed capital controls. Nevertheless, its processing 

unit was completed in 2015 and thus the co-op was able to launch its processed products in the 

market in 2016. In April 2016, the Cooperative comprised 115 members all over Greece, including 

well-educated professionals who provided substantial assistance with the co-op’s planning and 

development.    

Despite the crisis, new ideas have emerged, based on a solid entrepreneurial and collective spirit. For 

the success of such an endeavour, the roles played by both the initiators and the membership, as 

well as of the ‘intermediary’ (AN.KA. S.A.), were crucial; the latter provided certain services and 

connected the co-op initiators with relevant parties. 
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Contact data 

Farmer involved (Membership): 115 farmers all over the country  

John Galatoulas: Email: jgalatoulas@yahoo.gr,Tel:+306973373076 

 

Support Service involved 

-The Development Agency of Karditsa (AN.KA.SA.) (http://www.anka.gr/portal/): 

34, Megalou Alexandrou str, Karditsa 

Email: anka@anka.gr , Tel.:+302441042363 

Director-General: Vassilios Bellis, tel: +306973999655, email: bellis@anka.gr 

 

Geographical location: Mataraga, 433 00, Thessaly, Greece 

Starting date: 2009 

Funding source: The processing unit was included in the local Leader Programme and 

funded with 209.500euros (accounting for 1/3 of its total cost; the remaining amount was 

obtained through self-financing). The overall cost of the investment exceeds 2 million euros 

and – except from the Leader financing – it has been covered by self-financing.  

Websites 

https://www.facebook.com/Efkarpon/ 

http://www.smartfarmerproject.eu/index.html 

https://twitter.com/efkarpon 

http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=11729#.Vy-lfISLRdg 

http://www.ellinikifoni.gr/efkarpon.htm 

Text Editor: Eleni Zarokosta 

 

  

mailto:jgalatoulas@yahoo.gr
http://www.anka.gr/portal/
mailto:anka@anka.gr
mailto:bellis@anka.gr
https://www.facebook.com/Efkarpon/
http://www.smartfarmerproject.eu/index.html
https://twitter.com/efkarpon
http://www.adam-europe.eu/adam/project/view.htm?prj=11729#.Vy-lfISLRdg
http://www.ellinikifoni.gr/efkarpon.htm
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Practice Abstract “Energy Cooperative of Karditsa (ESEK)” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

ESEK is a civil energy cooperative utilizing biomass produced locally as a by-product of 

cultivations and forestry.  

 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

 

It is estimated that, yearly, 200,000 tonnes of biomass are produced in the Prefecture of 

Karditsa, resulting in air pollution and the danger of forest fires due to the uncontrolled 

burning of biomass. At the same time the local farms and enterprises spend a lot of money 

importing expensive pellets to cover their energy needs. However, the utilization of the 

locally produced biomass can contribute to environmental protection and energy generation, 

as well as to the creation of jobs and incomes locally. In response to these needs, the ESEK 

project includes the development of a biomass supply chain, the construction of a solid fuel 

production unit, and the construction of a 500-kW power station. 

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The idea for using alternative energy sources was launched in 2007 by AN.KA. S.A. (the local 

Development Agency) within the framework of informal workshops organized by the Prefectural 

authorities. The idea was embraced by the Chambers of Commerce and the local society, resulting in 

the establishment of the first energy, new generation cooperative in Greece in 2010, supported by 

the Collaboration Incubator of AN.KA. S.A. 

The revision of its initial plans, i.e. the construction of a power station, due to the unforeseen lack of 

know-how of bidding companies, was ESEK’s main challenge. This resulted in ESEK constructing a 

pellet factory. ESEK subsequently continued to build its biomass supply chain, which nevertheless 

faced a considerable number of technical bottlenecks. These were solved through the development 

of collaborations with research institutes, universities and the private sector. The knowledge 

gathered helped ESEK to successfully run a pilot supply chain in 2013, while the construction of the 

pellet factory was completed in December 2015.  

ESEK owes its success to a variety of actors: the initiators (ANKA, Chambers), the local society/, the 

‘intermediary’ (AN.KA.) and its incubator, as well as the cooperation with researchers and scientists. 

The initiative of the Prefecture to bring together key-actors and facilitate the exchange and the 

implementation of novel ideas encouraged active participation. The willingness of the membership 

(including farmers) to act as the sponsors of ESEK (due to the unknown timespan for reaping the 

benefits of their investment) should also be underlined.  

ESEK creates local jobs and incomes. In addition, farmers now have an easy solution for their 

biomass. The knowledge gained is shared nationwide. 
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Contact data 

-Energy Cooperative of Karditsa:  

Membership: 399 members 

President: Kandilas Apostolos, kandilasa@gmail.com 

Technical Manager: Ioannis Stathopoulos, Email: statho@otenet.gr 

ESEK Processing Unit: 2
nd

 km Agiopigi –Zaimi str, 43132, Karditsa, Greece  

ESEK is hosted in the Collaboration Incubator of ANKA. 

 

Support Services involved:  

-The Development Agency of Karditsa (AN.KA.S.A.) (http://www.anka.gr/portal/): 

34, Megalou Alexandrou str, Karditsa 

Email: anka@anka.gr, Tel.:+302441042363 

Director-General: Vassilios Bellis, tel: +306973999655, email: bellis@anka.gr  

 

Geographical location: Karditsa Prefecture, Greece 

Starting date: July 2010 

Funding source: The pellet production unit was included in the local Leader Programme and funded 

with 250,000 euros (i.e. 50% of the eligible cost). ESEK members contributed with 1000 euros/ share 

which were raised to 1500 euros/ share in 2016. 

Website: 

http://www.anka.gr/portal/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=461&Itemid=62

&lang=en   

https://rescoop.eu/renewable-energy-initiative/greece/energy-cooperative-karditsa-esek 

 

Text editor: Eleni Zarokosta 

  

mailto:kandilasa@gmail.com
mailto:statho@otenet.gr
http://www.anka.gr/portal/
mailto:anka@anka.gr
mailto:bellis@anka.gr
http://www.anka.gr/portal/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=461&Itemid=62&lang=en
http://www.anka.gr/portal/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=461&Itemid=62&lang=en
https://rescoop.eu/renewable-energy-initiative/greece/energy-cooperative-karditsa-esek
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Practice Abstract “PSYHANTHOS, Agricultural Cooperative of Pulses and Food Items” 

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

PSYHANTHOS is a new generation cooperative (NGC), promoting traditional pulse varieties 

on the basis of active participation and unanimous decision-taking processes. 

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

PSYHANTHOS engages in the cultivation, processing and trade of pulses, nuts and edible 

seeds according to Integrated Crop Management standards. The NGC is the form of collective 

action its membership has adopted for ensuring sustainable production and fair trade 

conditions. They chose the form of an NGC, focusing on the whole value chain, farmers’ 

ownership and the active participation of all its members. They commit to processes that lead 

to consensus and enhance members’ decision-making capacity - as “each of them may act as 

the co-ops’ president, at any time”. Their ultimate goal is ‘sustainability’ at all levels. 

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

The PSYHANTHOS initiative was launched in 2013 by professional farmers. The inspiration 

came from a seminar organized by NAGREF (National Agricultural Research Foundation). 

PSYHANTHOS promotes the revival of traditional varieties that are threatened with 

extinction (retro innovation). They focus on self-improvement, mutual understanding and 

activation of its members. The co-op was founded in 2014 and since then it has been 

supported by the Collaboration Incubator of AN.KA. S.A. (the local Development Agency). 

The co-op’s first harvest in summer 2015 coincided with the imposition of capital controls in 

the country, which resulted in its postponing all its plans at that time, and put its very 

existence at risk. The co-op has contracts with local supermarkets and mini-markets and 

standardizes and stores its products in rented units, while it seeks to enlarge storage capacity.  

The main challenge for PSYHANTHOS concerns the attraction of new members and the 

development of the cooperative spirit. Around 400 farmers have shown interest without 

finally being enrolled, mainly due to the obligation for all to participate actively in decision 

taking. PSYHANTHOS members cultivate their ability to collaborate through their 

participation in a series of training meetings launched by AN.KA, aiming at building 

cooperatives executives’ capacities. At technical level the co-op is supported by its hired 

agronomist, NARGEF and the Plant Protection Department of the Technological Educational 

Institute (TEI) of Larissa. 
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Contact data 

 

President of PSYHANTHOS: Dimitris Malkas  

Tel.: +306974783611, Email: fiorino12@yahoo.gr 

Membership: 14 professional farmers who also manage land plots of 30 non-farmers 

PSYHANTHOS is hosted in the Collaboration Incubator of ANKA.  

 

Support Service involved  

The Development Agency of Karditsa (ANKA): 

34, Megalou Alexandrou str, Karditsa 

Email: anka@anka.gr , Tel.:+302441042363 

Director -General: Vassilios Bellis, tel.: +306973999655, email: bellis@anka.gr  

Webpage: (http://www.anka.gr/portal/) 

 

Geographical location: Thessaly, Greece 

 

Starting date: July 2014 

 

Funding source: Self –financed 

 

Text Editor: Eleni Zarokosta 

  

mailto:fiorino12@yahoo.gr
mailto:anka@anka.gr
mailto:bellis@anka.gr
http://www.anka.gr/portal/
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Practice Abstract “The Agricultural Stevia Cooperative, (ASYST)”  

 

Short and easily understandable title (one key sentence, max 150 char.) 

ASYST is a new generation cooperative (NGC) engaged in the cultivation, processing and trade of 

stevia products  

Objective: what problem/opportunities does the project address that are relevant for the 

practitioner/end-user, and how will they be solved? (300-600 characters word count-no spaces) 

 

ASYST aims to develop the cultivation and production of high added value stevia products, 

responding to the increasing interest of consumers in a healthy diet while also ensuring maximum 

profitability for its members. It was established by professional farmers under adverse financial 

circumstances due to the persistent economic crisis in Greece. This initiative came as a response to the 

abandonment of traditional crops (tobacco, cotton, sugar beet) and the need to replace them with more 

profitable ones.  

 

Short summary in easily understandable language (1000 -1500 char.): What problem will the 

knowledge generated solve for the end-user? What will be the main benefits to the practitioner? 

Main outcome/recommendation (2-3 main results) 

 

The idea of ASYST came from a series of workshops organized by an informal group of actors of 

local origin, living elsewhere, to inspire and support farmers in replacing crops and the farming model. 

The Lab. of Food & Biosystems Engineering, the Technological Educational Institute of Larissa, 

professionals who voluntarily offer advice without charging fees, the Cooperative Bank of Karditsa 

and the local Development Agency (ANKA) contribute to the project and help farmers to deal with a 

series of problems.  

What differentiates ASYST from the other stevia growers is their processing unit. It allows for the 

production of steviol glycosides and the control of its quality. This is important for gaining access to 

the European market, which currently depends on imported stevia products from China. Major 

problems for ASYST have been the attraction of new members and the scarcity of financial resources. 

These have made the collection of funds for the establishment of the ASYST processing unit hard. At 

a technical level, the challenge concerned the experimental production of steviol glycosides without 

using organic solvents and the transition from an experimental to an industrial scale. In parallel,  

bureaucratic obstacles caused by the absence of legislative and regulatory framework at European and 

national level had to be overcome. 

The benefits for ASYST members come from the restructuring of their cultivation system under a 

new, integrated collective scheme. During the crisis, new ideas emerged and were 

enthusiastically embraced by the initiators and the coop membership, especially vis-à-vis the 

2015 capital controls. The roles played by the ‘intermediaries’, ‘supporters’ (informal group, 

professionals, ANKA) and scientists have been crucial. 
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Contact data 

President of the ASYST: George Koulossousas: tel: +306932739220, 

Email: gnkoulossousas@gmail.com 

Farmers: 64 farmers are members of the ASYST 

ASYST processing unit: Fanari, Mouzaki Municipality, Thessaly, Greece 

 

Support Services involved 

-The Development Agency of Karditsa (AN.KA.SA.) (http://www.anka.gr/portal/): 

34, Megalou Alexandrou str, Karditsa 

Email: anka@anka.gr , Tel.:+302441042363 

Director-General: Vassilios Bellis,  

Tel: +306973999655, email: bellis@anka.gr  

 

-The Laboratory of Food & Biosystems Engineering of the Technological Educational Institute of 

Larissa-Greece (http://www.fabe.gr/index.php/en/laboratory)  

Prof. Konstantinos Petrotos 

Email: petrotos@teilar.gr, Tel.: +302410-684524 

 

Geographical location: Karditsa Prefecture, Thessaly, Greece 

 

Starting date: December 2012 

 

Funding source:  

The coops’ processing unit was included in the local Leader Programme in June 2014 and funded with 

130,000 Euros (i.e. 50% of the eligible cost). All other costs are covered by self-financing.  

 

Website 

http://thestevia.gr/2014/  

 

Text editor: Eleni Zarokosta 

 

mailto:gnkoulossousas@gmail.com
http://www.anka.gr/portal/
mailto:anka@anka.gr
mailto:bellis@anka.gr
http://www.fabe.gr/index.php/en/laboratory
mailto:petrotos@teilar.gr
http://thestevia.gr/2014/

